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0 - Haran Chronicles Episode 1 New beginnings

After the story starts, a voice appears out of nowhere, with a blank background.
“Hello. I am Narrator, the narrator. I don’t talk much but I am only here for the introduction, I guess.” He
says, in an awkward tone.
After his introduction, a young girl wakes up from a dream she just had in her bedroom. “ *yawn* Good
morning world…” She says. The Narrator introduces the girl. “This. Is Staramy Aurusagi, the one with
the wings and pink dress, please remember that.” Staramy looks at the clock and realizes that she’s 20
minutes late because she overslept. “OH SHOOT, I”M FRICKIN LATE TO SCHOOL!!!!” She
screams. Staramy runs to the kitchen and eats 4 donuts, causing her to run more faster then before,
thanks to her ability of gaining speed from sugar and accidentally bumps into a bus at someone’s
driveway. “Hey kid, move outta the way dork!” The man said. “Sorry fat guy, I was going so fast, that I
lost my sightings! *Snort*” She said with a snort and a smirk on her face. She continues running super
fast and finally managed to get to school.”
When Staramy was inside, she noticed that the school’s clock was 22 minutes earlier then hers.
“WHAT?! But mine says its 6:30. No joke.” A school girl says. “Well yeah, the last time i went to your
house, you changed the time because you were sleepwalking at night.” “So… I’m not late?” Staramy
asked with confusion. “You only have 1 minute left before the bell rings.” She reminded her. Staramy
begins screaming. “AAAAAAAAAAH! I GOTTA GO FAST GUYS!!!!” Staramy runs all around the
school, until the bell rang and her teacher found her running. “Staramy. Your running all over the place,
and look at all of the mess you made! This is the 11’th time you’ve been doing this. We are all getting
sick of your foolish charades. Please go to the Principal immediately!” She yelled, grabbing Staramy’s
arm to Principal Amator. “No please! STOOOOOOP!” Staramy squealed.
Staramy is sent to his office, with Amator giving her a very dirty look. “Staramy, what is it this time? I do
not want to hear more nonsense from you.” Amator said. “Well, I changed my clock because I was
sleepwalking, and then I woke up, thinking I was late to school, and after I had 1 minute left, I was trying
to find my classroom, and I made a huge mess because of my speed.” Staramy spoke. “You are
certainly a huge disgrace to this school. Never in my life have I had such chaos at this school, until you
came. I am going to call your parents again, for the 5’th time.” Amator call’s Staramy’s parents. 10
minutes later, they arrive and he begins discussing about Staramy.
“Staramy has been nothing but absolute trouble in this entire school. She has ALWAYS been
misbehaving at work time, harassing others at lunch time, getting late to school multiple times and has
been completely ignorant to everyone here. You are not giving this child enough discipline in your lives. I
DEMAND you do something about this, everyone in this school is getting sick of this!” Amator was so
angered, that he literally punched his wall, and smashed his desk in half. “Oh my god..” Staramy
whispered. “C-calm down Amator. I can assure you that my child is perfectly fine.” Staramy’s Mother
Allish said. “Are you dense lady?! Has she even done anything wrong to you in your lives?” Amator
asked. “Honey, I agree that Staramy needs some EXTREME discipline in her life, in order to stop her
long misbehavior.” Staramy’s Father Hiroki said.
“Thank you. Actually, I will expel her from this school, for 10 years.” Amator reconsidered himself.
“But how do we give Staramy education now?!” Allish asked in concern. “There is another school
nearby, its only 3 miles. Your lucky that they do not know Staramy’s presence.” Amator suggested.
“Ok. Thank you for the suggestion.” Allish said.
Staramy and her parents ride inside the car, and talk to Staramy about school. “Staramy. Why do you



have to be this way? I know that you have the power to become faster when consuming sweets, but you
still need to control your emotions and powers. You can’t be like this all the time.” Allish explained. “But
Mom. I don’t know how to, I was given by the people above.” Staramy answered. “Please, stay in the
house for a while.” Hiroki asked. “K Dad… BUT I WANT TO GO TO CHEESE WORLD DAD!!!! YOU
PROMISED!!!” Staramy whined. “No Staramy, we are not going to Cheese World, until you behave
properly.” Hiroki explained.
After the conversation, everyone is at home, watching tv together. “Staramy. May I suggest going to
your room instead? Go play with your action figures or something. Don’t go outside either.” Hiroki
suggested. “Fine pops, you win this round.” Staramy mumbled. Staramy lays down on her bed and
questions herself. “Why does everyone not like me? Why do I need to be treated this way… Its like
everyone is so cruel to me and they WANT me to be miserable. No, I’m not stupid or anything. I was
just born that way.” Staramy gets up from her bed and plays with her action figures. But quickly gives up
for a second, because she doesn’t know what to do in her life now, now that she can’t go to school, or
can’t even go outside.
The next day, her parents wake Staramy up and gives her some news. “Staramy dear, I want you to
stay here, Me and your Mother are going to the mall and go on a date, I trust you, because you are told
to only be here. Have a nice day~” Hiroki announced. “Gee, thanks Pops, I sure as heck want to stay
here and do absolutely nothing!” She says sarcastically without any notice.
“Good. Goodbye!” Allish shouted. After they left Staramy slowly sneaked outside the door, and looked
around her small neighborhood if their still here, but they weren't their. “Good, lets go explore the
WHOlE NEW WORRRRRRRRRLD!!!! A DAZZLING PLACE I NEVER KNEW!!!!!!” Staramy shouted,
referencing a song from Disney Aladdin. But Staramy decided to bring chocolate milk with her, in case
she gets thirsty. “Wait. Lets go get some Chocolate Milk on my trip!” Staramy thought to herself.
Staramy gets back to the kitchen, grabing a plastic cup, and puring chocolate milk in it, but was making
a big mess at the kitchen table by overflowing it. “Yeah, thats good enough, they won’t notice if I made
a mess anyways.” Staramy grabs a towel from the kitchen and covers up the mess, without even
cleaning it. Staramy puts a lid on her cup, in case she spills it, and heads towards outside.
Staramy looks for Cheese World, a place she always wanted to visit. But eventually got lost, discovering
a new place she hasn’t been before. “Wait, where am I?” Staramy asked with sass in her voice. She
was inside the woods, a place that was never discovered before. The woods is a very difficult area to
find.
“Now I’m thirsty.” Staramy says. Staramy begins drinking her chocolate milk, while walking around the
entrance of the woods. Staramy’s chocolate milk was gone, and she decided to chuck the cup away
from her as far as possible.
While Staramy continued walking, she found a dark blue cave, around the woods she was in. “Woah..
C’mon I wanna see it!” Staramy shouted in enthusiasm. She ran inside the cave, but saw nothing but a
blue portal. “That portal is fake, I bet its just crappy magic.” Staramy says unamused, quickly changing
her mind and escaping the cave. But Staramy couldn’t get out. “What? What the frick dude?!” Staramy
screamed. Staramy punched the wall, now realizing that she was inside a force field and could not go
back outside, having no choice but to go inside the portal. “Alrighty. Is that how you want to play it Mr.
Magic Cave? Fine then, I know you want to talk to me and all, but is this how its really going to be?”
Staramy asked. Staramy rolls her eyes and goes inside the portal. Staramy began panicking, because
she was getting headaches and eyesores because of the bright colors. “MY EYES!!!” Staramy
screamed “PLEASE STOP!”
After going inside the portal. Staramy woke up, seeing clouds, light colors and weird looking, glowing
humanoids. “Oh my god what?” Staramy said confused.
A tall female with very long hair stood in front of her. “Hello traveler. I am Mitsuuo. The godess of light



and peace. You are?” She asked. Staramy looks at everyone, asking a simple question. “What the crill
am I lookin at?! There so bright!!!!” Staramy yelled. “My apologizes if we are giving you eyesores. What
your looking at are a race called Divina’s. Spirit like beings that’s skin colors are usually light colored,
such as blue, green and white. Mitsuuo explained. “Bull crap! I bet ya’ll are pranking me!” Staramy
said. “We are no nonsense, so please accept that.” 3 more people ran into the group, all looking at
Staramy at the same time. A man named Imad, curiously stared at her, wondering what was going on.
“Hello there. Where did you come from by any chance?” Imad questioned. “I’m from a different world, I
can eat sweets and it makes me SUPAH FAST!” Staramy explained. “I see… That power of yours oddly
sounds similar to what I read. Are you a Sugroin by any chance?” The young man asked Staramy. “Er,
whats a Sugroin?” Staramy had no idea what a Sugroin is, since she does not know anything about
other races or worlds. “Perhaps I can escort the child to my room, and explain her on what a Sugroin
is!” Another young man named Basho, suggested. “Alright Basho, I trust you enough to escort her, for
full explanation.” Mitsuuo said.
Basho and Staramy are sitting down in his room, explaining to her on what a Sugroin is.
“Now dearie, listen here closely and wide~ Sugroin's are human-like beings that are made of sugar in
their bodies. A Sugroin's appearance also look young, because there are forever young, when there at
the age of 20, there appearance will permanently look like that, even when they age and are very old.
They are always somewhat skinny or average, this is because there weight always resets every 24
hours, having the ability to never become overweight.
Sugroins are not very intelligent, but they are a very fast species. I am surprised that you are the only
Sugroin to exist to this day, because I read that all of the Alvis destroyed all of them in a small book they
wrote.” Basho explained.   “I didn’t know they were dead races” Staramy said. “You are certainly
doing a miserable job at it~” Basho harassed Staramy. “Dude. Just no.” Staramy declined his opinion.
“Too bad, you are going to die out eventually.” Basho giggles. “Ok now your just being mean.”
Staramy mumbled.
“Oh, I forgot. Lets explain to you what a Haran and a Mary Sue is!” Basho said. “A Haran is a warrior or
magical warrior who fights Mary Sues. There are many ways to die or become a Mary Sue, while being
a Haran. It is a big responsibility for us, even for you. A Mary Sue is someone who is overpowered,
overloved, overhated, overly perfect at everything without any flaws, or all of the above. They are quite
dangerous to fight, even if you stand alone.” Basho says. “Now that, is spooky business.” Staramy
says.
Imad runs into Basho’s room, telling Staramy that Mitsuuo wants her immediately, he wants to test
Staramy’s strength first before she leaves. “Staramy. It seems that Mitsuuo wants you, apologies if we
did not interact that much. But I want to test your strength first, before you leave. Let's make this quick”
Imad said. “No no no. I, will test Staramy on that one. C’mon dear, show me what YOU can do.” Basho
says. Staramy attempts to punch Basho with her bare fists, but he was was guarded by his bamboo
spear, and attacks her. Failing the test miserably in less then 5 seconds. “No more chances, you
already had a test.” Basho says to Staramy.
And then, a young alien-like woman appears in Basho’s room, curiously holding a large sword. “W-wait,
I didn’t properly introduce the child when I saw her! Hello, I’m Pearl. Sorry that I didn’t get a chance to
talk to you the first time. That star on your cheek is the same shape as this sword I brought. It must be
your Soul Crest!” Said Pearl. “Er, whats a Soul Crest” Staramy asks. “Soul Crests are your source of
energy and power. If you use too much, you will become a Mary Sue. If it's destroyed or removed from
you, you will die.” Basho explained. “I Gotta go now!” Staramy says. Staramy started getting creeped
out on the inside, wondering why everyone wanted her to be an experienced Haran. "(Why is everyone
forcing me to do all this Haran crap? Stranger danger, stranger danger!)" But it was rather a minor
thought and moved on.



Staramy runs out of Basho’s room, seeing Mitsuuo again. “Staramy, I’m afraid you cannot stay here
with us, I have a home just for you! Let me show you what this place is. This is the Haran World. Down
there is Haran City,A city with harmony, and all kinds of species are welcomed.Come over there, and
ride on this pegasus as your transportation, see that tall orange house over there from down below?
That will be where you will live. Mitsuuo explained. “Ok woman, sorry that your giving everyone
eyesores!” Staramy shouts.  The Pegasus starts flying down incredibly fast, landing to a house, at a
large city.  
Staramy hops out of the Pegasus's back and knocks the door. But nobody came. Staramy noticed that it
was unlocked, going inside.

When Staramy went into Astrid's house, Staramy screams and asks. "Who are you? And why are you so
lewd looking?" Astrid takes a deep breath and answers. "I am Astrid, the Divina. Why are you in my
house, young one? Staramy gives a rude look at her and says. "Well thats because I got kicked out, by
freaking god. Do you not get that?!"  Astrid questions her. "If you mean by god, you mean
Mitsuuo?" Staramy nods. "Well yeah Mitsuuo something or whatever. Say bud, can you take a walk with
me?"  Astrid replies. "Alright, but since I know more then you, I suppose we can walk together for an
hour or so.
As soon as they got out of the house, their neighbor Houlihan says. "*sigh* Another boring day for my
job it seems."  Staramy, being the naive kid she is, starts going nuts and shouts. "Hi neighbor!!!! I'm
Staramy!!!! Want to take a walk with us?!" As soon as Houlihan heard all of her words, she knew that he
would hate the child, replying. "Go away kid! I'm trying to go to work... ALONE!!!!! Staramy declines and
says. "Can you at least spend some time together with us?"
"No, I do not want you and your weird looking friend walking with me at work!" Houlihan walks away as
quick as possible and Astrid says to herself. "Staramy clearly does not know how to leave strangers
alone."  Staramy says. "Hey, can we still walk together or what?" Astrid prefers to not walk at this point,
but since Staramy is very enthusiastic, she gives her a chance. "*sigh* Since you are naiver then I
thought, I'll give you one more chance. Since I do love traveling." The two begin walking peacefully and
Staramy asks. "Why are you living in a house? Aren't you supposed to be up there?" in a rather snooty
way. Astrid answers her question. That is because Mitsuuo, my mother, wanted me to explore the world
and discover new beings of this living world." 

We start a flashback from her memories. It starts by Mitsuuo talking to her privately. "Astrid... It appears
that you have outgrown  living with rest of your family. I want you to leave this place and start your
journey at Haran City, so you can meet new people, new lands and many new discoveries upon your
journey. I now say goodbye to you. My daughter. Astrid becomes shocked and slowly answers in a sad
way. "Alright... Goodbye.....Mother...It is rather a shame that I cannot stay with my family longer, but
perhaps theres more about this world, then I already know."
The flashback ends, and Staramy answers. "Wow... Your Mom did that to you? Thats a shame, at least
I'm thankful that I used have a wonderful family to take care of me." Astrid replies. "Precisely." Staramy
asks. "Is there any new things you experienced when you moved here?" Astrid unemotionally replies. "I
don't know. I have forgotten about yesterday. Unfortunately I'm bad at remembering things correctly."
Astrid spoked.
TO BE CONTINUED
NOTE: Took me 3 FRICKING HOURS TO WRITE ALL OF THIS!!!!
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1 - Haran Chronicles Episode 2 An Unwanted Welcoming

After Astrid had a conversation with Staramy about her reasoning why she does not go to her home
anymore, Staramy saw a restaurant with all kinds of meat inside. “(Maybe that place can help me out on
growing a stronger relationship with Astrid.)” Staramy thought to herself. As soon as she was about to
walk inside from across the road, 2 people got out of the restaurant, beginning to run nonstop. A small
child was chasing a tall armored man. “MELVIN!” He shouted at the man. “DICE, I NEED TO GO
INSIDE THAT ICE CREAM SHOP!” He screamed in agony. “MELVIN YOU NEED TO EAT YOUR
DINNER FIRST! THE WAITER IS STILL WAITING FOR THE BILLS YOU NEED TO PAY!” The boy
explained. The two continued running until Melvin accidently runs into Staramy. “EEEH!” Staramy
screamed, as Melvin tripped over her.
“Y-You gotta help me! Dice wants me to go back inside, do you mind if I tag along with you guys and
send me to that Ice Cream shop over there?” The tall man asked. “Staramy, I do not think you should
have this man join with us. Look at his appearance for a moment. He looks like he could be a highly
dangerous man in our hands. I do not trust this man a single bit.” Astrid said, before Staramy could even
say a word. Staramy whispers to her. “But look at that squeaky voice of his, and think of what he wants.
Does that sound, “Daaaaaaaaangerous” to you?”  “Staramy, I advise you to always judge a book by its
cover…” Astrid advised. “Uh, no thank you!” Staramy replied.
“MELVIN!” Dice screamed. Dice was easily exhausted from all of the chasing he had been through.
“Melvin look over there behind us!” But as soon as Dice spoke, he looked at Staramy and Astrid right
next to Melvin. “Who are these guys?” He asked. “I, am Staramy Aurusagi. Yeah, THE Staramy! And
thiiiis, is my buddy Astrid, who I just met minutes ago. You are awfully short to be honest with you. Your
dude over here is really big and bulky on the other hand.” Staramy explained. “Well… Thats because
I’m 12 and a half years old! D-Don’t judge me because I’m short!” Dice said angrily. “Tough luck
kid…” Staramy said to him. But when Staramy and Dice were having a conversation, a man was running.
It was looking like he was chasing them. “GIMMIE THAT MONEY RIGHT NOW!” He screamed. “I think
one of you guys pissed him off badly.” Staramy said “Thats the point! Melvin didn’t give the waiter his
money! And now he’s off to chase all of us.” Dice said to Staramy. Staramy grabs Melvin’s wallet, and
he immediately asks. "Hey, where did you get that from! I looked everywhere for it!" "No time for
thanking me right now. I foudnd it at the back of your armor." Staramy answered, and quickly threw his
money at the waiter. “HAVE YOUR FREAKING MONEY WRINKLES!” Staramy screamed. The wind
was blowing Melvin’s cash so fast, it made the Waiter blind, almost getting himself ranovered by a truck.
"Holy crap! That guy is he ok?!" Staramy questioned. “"He's fine, but we won't be if the police comes
snooping around here. It's usually empty here, but i'm not taking chances after running with you two.
Let's all go lay low in my house for a while." Dice suggested. Astrid and Staramy quickly followed Dice
and Melvin to their house, before the Waiter came back.

Approximately 12 minutes later, they finally get to Dice’s house. “This, is my house. Before I can
introduce myself to you ladies, I would recommend you go to my room first.” Dice said.
They all walked inside his house, while Dice shows everyone where his room is. “Ok. Now that were all
in my room, I can introduce you to the two of us. I’m Dice, I sell merchandise and I’m harshly greedy.”
Dice introduced himself. “And I’m Melvin! I used to be part of the Imperial clan, until my boss kicked me
out for being too stupid to do anything. Thats when Dice hired me to be his bodyguard and would train
me to become a better Imperial.” Melvin introduced himself.



“So. How long have you two met?” Staramy curiously asked. “About 2 years." Dice said.
“Dice would always be nice to me whenever I was sad, but he sometimes just can’t handle me on
specific situations, almost like he doesn’t want me anymore…” Melvin confessed. “Hey uh, before I
answer Melvin’s reply, who is that blue lady with you?” He asked. “I am Astrid. Daughter of the godess
Mitsuuo at Haran World and a Divina that is the first one to live in this city.” Astrid introduced herself.
“Oh, and I’m Staramy by the way~” Staramy quickly spoke to him. “Cool, how long have you two
known each other? Are you new here?” Dice questioned. “Yeah, I came here for about 30 minutes ago.
I just met Astrid, she awfully knows a lot more then me. Heh. Back at my place, almost everyone like me
are lazier then a group of sloths drinking beer at 3 AM.” Staramy explained. “Staramy… I think its time to
go back home. Its 8:00 at night” Astrid reminded Staramy. “Oh yeah. Sorry kid, I gotta go to Astrid’s
house now!” Staramy said. The two ran outside of Dice’s house and traveled an hour back to their
home. “Hey Astrid, that was quite a blast! Can I sleep somewhere tonight?” Staramy asked. “I don’t
know where to put you to bed at. Maybe the one thats next to my bedroom.” Astrid suggested. Staramy
looked at the bedroom, thinking it was a nice spot to sleep at. “Hey Astrid, this is a nice bed. I can sleep
on this all day!” Staramy spoke with a smile on her face. “ *Sigh* Well, goodnight then…” Astrid said to
Staramy, returning back to her room.

Meanwhile, we see a shadowed figure, staring at a portal to somewhere, but where exactly?  “I knew it.
Its about time to visit a certain someone. She’s with a Senshian... I can’t feel, anything… For the longest
time, I seem to have no emotions. I try to act normal when I’m around other people, but I am nothing on
the inside. My parents always wanted me to have an emotional moment, but nothing seemed to
puncture me into doing so… It may be horrible, but It doesn’t matter if I’m a robot. This is normal for me.
But everything changed when I met her… Staramy Aurusagi. Ever since she existed, she always gave
me a reason to actually live in life. I for once, actually feel something. And now, something, is trying to
kill her in front of me… Something or someone wants her, but not in the same way that I want her… I want
to stop them. I want to hurt them. I want, to kill them… There is nothing that will stand in my way to
protect Staramy. I will not stop trying, until I have her in my hands. I don’t care who I kill, I don’t care,
what I have to do. I don’t care, on how many Mary Sue’s I have to kill. Staramy, will, be, mine. She
doesn’t, have a choice.” The figure begins entering the portal, after a strange introduction.

The next day, Staramy wakes up at 10:00 in the morning. She stretches and says. “Ha ha! Good
morning Astrid!” Staramy shouted.  Astrid was rubbing her eyes, replying “Good morning…” back to her.
Staramy opens the door, she sees Dice and Melvin again! “Oh good morning guys. Wait… How did you
find us?” Staramy asked. “I have this neat GPS on my pocket. Its a really handy tool that helps me
navigate where people live, by entering their names. You should give it a try! That’ll be 20 bucks.” Dice
offered. “Sorry Dicey, I don’t have any money!” Staramy explained. Dice grunts and Melvin
immediately asks. “Where are your parents?”. Staramy tries to answer his question, but doesn’t know
what to say. “Well you see… I don’t know what to tell you, their form a different world.” “ARE THEY
ALIENS?!” Melvin freaked out. “Nope. Were just from somewhere else… What’s going on with those
guys.” Staramy wondered.

Meanwhile, where Staramy’s parents live. “Hiroki… Where’s Staramy?” Allish asked. Hiroki shooks his
head. “Nah, Staramy’s probably in the bathroom.” “But Hiroki, we can’t pester her private business!”
Allish said concerned. Both the parents look at their bathroom. The lights are turned off, and its really
quiet in there. “Wait. If Staramy’s not in our bathroom, then where is she?” Hiroki asked. Allish now
realizes that Staramy is missing. “STARAMY IS MISSING! We need to call the police right away!” Allish
suggested. “Fine. Maybe they can find them.” Hiroki said. Hiroki runs into the kitchen, and calls through



its telephone. Hiroki dials in the phone number and begins calling the police. “Hello. My daughter
Staramy Aurusagi is missing. Please find them immediately!” Hiroki said to them. “A missing daughter?
Alrighty then, we’ll be here as soon as we can. Thank you for calling.” The police replied back, and now
the call ends. 
“Don’t worry, there going to rescue our daughter.” Hiroki said to Allish. “Oh thank goodness!” Allish
sighed in relief. 20 minutes later, the police arrived, after Staramy’s parents open their door. “Sir, we
can’t seem to find your daughter, you’ve sent us a picture of her and all, but she’s not here anywhere.
I’m afraid she’s in a new location now.” The police said in tears. “This can’t be! She’s here
somewhere. C’mon people, we are all going to look for her if its the last thing we do!” Hiroki
encouraged. “I like your spirit gramps. Lets go find her… AGAIN!” They answered. It turned out, that
while they were investigating, they did not have a map by their side, they both left it on accident. While
they traveled, they were in the same entrance in where Staramy was at. “Hey… This is the same cup
that we have on our house! Then thats means Staramy’s here!” Hiroki pointed out. “Great, I can go
home now.” One policeman said. “Not just yet. Look at this trail I’ve found. Its a trail of chocolate milk. I
knew we shouldn’t leave her all alone, am I that stupid?” Hiroki questioned himself. “Lets just get to the
trail already.” Allish said impatiently. They all followed the trail, they later found the portal that Staramy
went into. “What’s that?” Hiroki asked. “I don’t know what this is. It looks like a mysterious cave, that
no one has even seen before.” A policeman said. Hiroki attempts to walk inside, but it was guarded by
the force field. Hiroki stopped for a minute, and tries to punch the force field. But it hurt his hand instead,
since it was really thick. “Let me try something…” The policeman said. He walked near the force field, he
and his and his team begin shooting it with their guns. It didn’t do any damage and they later ran out of
bullets. “Christ. Were all out of bullets. How in gods name do we break this thing?” He wondered. “I
know, maybe we can call in a group of scientist to help break through this force field!” Allith suggested.
“Good idea, maybe they can solve this problem.” Hiroki answered. 
The scientist group managed to get here, because they got lost, and they weren't from Hiroki’s place.
“Were finally here. So what seems to be the problem?” The man asked. “There’s this fricking force
field thing that we can’t break through, got any ideas?” The policeman explained. “But of course. I
know exactly what this is, come on gentlemen, let’s say all of the words!
Kono sukuriputo no chikara ni yotte, watashi wa kono rikiba o yaburu mono to shimasu.” They all
chanted. Breaking the force field completely. “Thank you sir. Hey Hiroki, might want to save your
daughter now were all going to leave now.” The policeman said to him. “Thank you. Have a good day~”
Hiroki replied to him. The policeman asked. "By the way, science guys. How did you do that?!" They
replied. "Those portals are easily recognizable for those knowledgeable about ancient civilizations. We
have great knowledge in these things for years. Hiroki and Allish run towards the cave. They both stop
and look at the portal for a minute. “What is this? Why in heavens is it here? Allish, I do not know what
this is exactly.” Hiroki spoke to her. Not knowing anything about the portal that Staramy was in.
But they both accidentally fall into the portal.
Staramy and everyone else are about to return to Astrid’s house and throw a friendly sleepover
together, until Staramy looks at the sky, her parents fell into Houlihan’s pool. Houlihan is about to return
home, and sees the two in his pool. “What are they doing here?” Houlihan asked Staramy. “I can
explain.” Staramy answered. Both her parents get out of the pool, open the gate and Allish grab’s
Staramy’s arm. “Young lady! Where have you taken us! You have a lot of explaining to do.” Allish said
 angrily. “Mom, Dad, I’m sorry for leaving the house. Right now I’m having a sleepover with me
buddies. Dice and Melvin can build you a house that’s next to us! Their awesome carpenters!” Staramy
explained to them. “But how do we get out of here? And apology not accepted.” Hiroki asked. “Theres
clearly no way out, were gonna stay here for the rest of our lives!” Staramy cheerfully answered. “Wait
a minute, there’s a small house right there thats empty, and the door is opened. Maybe you could stay



there for a while in the meantime". Dice immediately pointed out. The two seem to agree with the small
child and Hiroki says. “Fine, you win this round. But were going to be enrolled tomorrow at  school thats
nearby here.” Hiroki reminded her.

The next day after Staramy is now enrolled to Haran City Academy. She is about to enter the building,
but along the way, a young lady stood in front of her. "Are you really sacrificing your life into becoming a
Haran? Carefully do so, if this is what you desire..." Staramy gasps and looks at her, replying to her. "I-I
don't understand tall mysterious stereotype looking lady. I still want to become a Haran, why u making
such a deal about it?" Shelbursto grunts deeply and introduces herself before vanishing. "I'm Shelbursto
Ayumi, and you will face many consequences of your actions. You are in grave danger and I'm warning
you this. Farewell. Staramy Aurusagi."  Returning back to her world through a portal she
created. “Staramy. Who is that girl?” Astrid asked. “I don’t know, I’ve never seen her before. But
what’s her problem anyways?” Staramy questioned.
Astrid begins to ask Staramy. "Staramy. Why are you accepting a dangerous mission that will get you
nearly killed at the end?" Staramy yawns and answers. "Because I have never had any different
experiences in my life. I often only had memories of being hated by most people, and I was spoiled by
my parents too much. I want to have a different life, then having something bittersweet and redundant.
Its how my life used to be until now. That's why I've chosen an opportunity like this, to experience
something different in my life." 
To be continued.



2 - Haran Chronicles Episode 3 Here Comes Mr. Perfect

After Staramy explains to Astrid why she wanted to become something that would cause lots of life
threatening choices. Staramy was looking at her, like she was ignoring her whole explanation. Staramy
waves at Astrid to gain her attention. “Astrid? Did you even listen to anything I said?” Astrid seemed to
still ignore her. After attempting to get her attention. Staramy starts to feel slightly concerned if Astrid
actually cares for her, due to her tragic past life. “Astrid… Why aren’t you paying any attention to me.”
Staramy asked. “I remembered a while ago that my Mother warned me and my siblings about
someone… But who could it be?” Astrid curiously  thought to herself while trying to remember Mitsuuo’s
warning.

A flashback begins with her Father telling all of his children to gather around for something. “Kids. Your
Mother has something to tell you...Privately, if you may. I’ll go now, until the conversation is over.” He
announced. “Aw… What now?” Viella sleepily asked. “I dunno. Maybe Mom’s in for some juicy
information! Maybe it’s Valentine's day again!” Aiko assumed. “I don’t think it's  supposed to be
Valentine’s day again hun. That ended like, months ago.” Ignacia declined. “Maybe an army is coming
after us…” Raphael assumed, with a soft spoken voice. “Come on guys, let’s just find Mom and get this
over with.” Siegfried said to his siblings.  They all walk into Mitsuuo’s room, wondering what is going
on. “Ma. We're here~” Ignacia arrived. “Ah, it's all of my blessed children. Where is Astrid?” MItsuuo
asked. “Ah shucks, what in tarnation is she up to this time?!” Ignacia wondered. “I’ll be right back!
Astrid must be meditating again.” Aiko assumed. Everyone else waits, while Aiko goes inside Astrid’s
room, asking her to visit Mitsuuo. “Hi sissy! Mom wants you in her room. She’s telling us some VERY,
VERY, important news!” Aiko announced. But Astrid seemed to ignore Aiko’s message, because she is
still “Meditating”. “Sis? Whats wrong?” Aiko asked her. Astrid finally opens her eyes, and replies “It's
nothing. I am currently busy at the moment. Perhaps I shall do this another time…” Astrid followed Aiko's
lead as Siegfried started getting impatient. "Finally, I was starting to lose my patience waiting for you 2."
Siegfried sighed in relief, while he was sweating. “Now that I have everyone, I need to tell you this right
now. Listen carefully, my children. Someone is trying to destroy Senshi, and I need all of the support
Senshi has, in order to win this war. We are fighting a world named Raz. Please children, I cannot do
this alone.” Mitsuuo explained. Siegfried nods, assuring Mitsuuo that everything will be fine. “Do not
worry Mother. Me, my siblings and all of our retainers will stop this tyrannic world they call “Raz”.
Ignacia stood next to Siegfried and decided to join in the war too. Yelling out, “Alrighty everybody, this is
surely gonna be a messy one!” With great enthusiasm in her spirit. Viella yawns and softly mumbles,
“Yay… I’m gonna save the world!” Siegfried sighs and thinks to himself, “Another typical phrase from
my younger brother.” “Of course, Mother.” Raphael spoke. “We can win this all together now!” Aiko
shouted with a long jump, in pure joy. “Alright Mother. As long as I can make my family proud, I will
engage in such a chaotic situation like this.” Astrid promised Mitsuuo. “That is very good. Right now, I
want all of you to start training yourselves, and your retainers. We do not know how strong Raz is. We
do not know if they are really deadly, or weak adversaries.”

The flashback finally ends, with Staramy questioning, “Wait. Who, or what exactly is Raz?” Astrid
replies to her question, “My Mother has never explained to me what Raz was. Which gives me this
question. What exactly are Raz’s goals? Why do they want to destroy Senshi? It's a mystery, that I still
can’t figure out. There must be some logical reasoning on starting a war with Senshi.” Astrid crouches



down, trying to figure out a reason why Raz wants to destroy her world. Staramy looks down at her,
reminding her that she still needs to get to her new school. “Astrid, we are wasting too much precious
time in our hands! I’m gonna miss school on the first day!” Staramy drags Astrid’s arm, but Astrid
would not budge a single bit. “Ok, there is no time for thinking right now! I gotta get to school on time!”
Staramy whined, Staramy had no other choice but to grab a cupcake she had saved, during her
sleepover with Dice and Melvin. Staramy immediately eats it. Gaining the ability of super speed, after 5
seconds of eating it. Staramy grabs Astrid’s arm again, beginning to run very fast in order to not be late
on the first day.

Staramy runs inside the school, every student suddenly took a glance at her, due to seeing her
incredibly fast speed going all over the hallways, running back in circles, until she finally stops and lets
go of Astrid’s arm, realizing that she found her new classroom. “Oh, I found my classroom. Cool!”
Staramy said amazed. With a little smirk on her face. “Staramy, may I please go into the Nurse’s
office? All of your amazing speed made me feel ill.” Astrid asked Staramy, as her face was turning into a
green color. “Alright, alright. But make sure to find my classroom again, once class is dismissed. Ok?”
Staramy reminded Astrid. “Alright Staramy. Though this is a pretty large building, that looks more like a
labyrinth, then an actual school building. But since you were going very fast, it is even harder for me to
figure out which way I should go. Not to mention you made me nauseous.” Astrid said, being unsure of
which way to go. “I bet you can figure that all out, in just 5 minutes!” Staramy assured her. “5 Minutes?
5 MINUTES!? THERE IS NO WAY I CAN FIGURE THIS OUT IN SIMPLY 5 MINUTES! LOOK AT THIS
PLACE, THIS IS A LABYRINTH FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE!” Astrid screamed angrily.

Someone opened Staramy’s classroom door, wondering what that loud scream was all about. “Hello>”
The woman greeted. She looks down and sees both Staramy and Astrid about to get into an argument.
“Well it's not my fault that I’m so fast, I was technically born this way!” Staramy argued to Astrid. The
woman made an angry face, as she kept lowering her eyebrows, finally shouting, “Stop, Right now!”
Astrid and Staramy stopped arguing, both looking at the woman, in a confused look on their faces. The
woman was tapping her foot, while asking to both of the girls, “What is the meaning of this?” Staramy
explained to the woman what was going on. “So apparently I went so fast, that I made Astrid sick. She
wanted to go to the Nurse’s office, but she doesn’t know where to go, since she thinks this school is a
labyrinth. I told her that she would figure it out in 5 minutes, and then she got all mad about it.” The
woman raised her eyebrow, questioning Staramy, “This is Astrid? You have quite a beautiful look young
lady. When I talked to your parents, the picture they brought me looked exactly like you! You must be
Staramy Aurusagi, a new transferred student for my class? Why hello there then. My name is Ms.
Candida. I am a teacher for 7th and 12th graders.” She introduced herself, later asking Staramy, “Is
Astrid your friend?” Staramy and Astrid look at eachother for a moment, Astrid only replies, “No. We are
just acquaintances at the moment. We don’t know much about each other, but I guess it needs some
time to fully get used to it.” But after Astrid spoke. She Started gagging due to the sickness Staramy
caused. “Nurse… Please…” Astrid begged, almost throwing up. “Oh my goodness! C’mon now, there is
a restroom that is next to another classroom nearby. Staramy, you go to my classroom, I have already
prepared your desk for you.” Ms. Candida suggested, having Astrid walk with her before it was too late.
Staramy nods at Ms. Candida, and walks inside her classroom.

Staramy was trying to find where her desk was at. There were some kids that were a lot older then her,
and some were at the same age. They were all staring at her, beginning to creep Staramy out. “(This is
creepy… Very, creepy.) Staramy thought to herself, while sweating in fear. She was going to close her
eyes for a moment, until a long pink haired, young lady yelled at her, “HEY THERE! WELCOME TO



HARAN ACADEMY!” Which made Staramy scream in panic, due to the girl scaring her so loudly.
“AAAAAH! Good god, can you do that any louder?!” Staramy wondered. “Sorry, you sure are doing the
“Playing hard to get” game, aren’t ya?” She stretches her arms and yawns. “Gee, this sure is boring
around here. By the way, the names Reiko, or Reiko Kazue, for my full name. I’m sitting right next to
your desk, so… Hi there school neighbor!” Reiko giggled. Staramy takes a slow deep breath for a
moment. Later shouting at Reiko, “WELL HI THERE TOO REIKO! I’m Staramy Aurusagi! Or erm,
Staramy if you can call me that.” Reiko nods at Staramy. “Understood! I wonder what the teacher is up
to, and why is everyone else staring at that new boy over there that is next to the teacher’s desk? I
really don’t see the point in why so many girls are falling heels over him, it makes me so queasy!
Ughhhh!” Reiko cringed.   “Yeah, like who is that guy?” Staramy asked. “Ask him, I already forgot what
his name was!” Reiko proposed to Staramy. Staramy shrugs, walking into the young man with gorgeous
slick, pink hair, as his armor was bright pink, red and green colored into the mix, hurting Staramy’s eyes
when she stared at him. “Hey, whats your name? That color scheme for your armor is also hurting my
eyes by the way.” Staramy asked him. “Hello there little buddy! My name is Garyellinoria
Stuwartionaria! Garion Stuwart, for short~” He winked and smiled at Staramy. “Thanks anyways.”
Staramy replied to Garion, immediately being thrown across the corner of the classroom, as “Fans” of
Garion were becoming jealous of her, because she talked to him and got to know a short version of his
identity. “Hey, stop it you little brat! Garion is mine! You can’t have him, and you can’t hear his short
name! Baka!” A fangirl yelled at Staramy.   “Ow, those girls were not joking when they so call “Praise”
their boyfriend.” Staramy admitted, as she was in pain, due to how hard they threw her across the
ground. “Seriously, he bugs the bell outta me! That guy has the most painfully bright colors I have EVER
SEEN!” Reiko groaned.    “Is there a way to get rid of him?” Staramy asked Reiko. “Unfortunately there
isn’t. Everyone here is so obsessive over this guy! He’s perfect in every single way, completing all of
the sports, having all of the girls fall in love with him, constantly doing good deeds for everyone, having
the most ultimately positive reputation that was ever imagined, the list goes on! Does he even have any
negative traits to himself!?” Reiko ranted. “Wow, that is the most perfect person ever!” Staramy spoke
to Reiko.

While Reiko and Staramy were in a middle of a conversation, Ms. Candida came back with Astrid.
“Attention students! There is a new student I am going to show you. Staramy Aurusagi!” Staramy get
out of her seat, walking to Ms. Candida while Reiko gives her a thumbs up.  “Hello guys! I’m Staramy
Aurusagi. It's uh, nice to meet ya’ll here! I just came to this city and all, because my family was on
vacation you see?” Staramy introduced herself. Lying about the reason why she is in Haran City in the
first place, because she did not want to freak everyone out about the truth. “(Staramy…)” Astrid thought
to herself, feeling a bit confused at Staramy’s small introduction. All of a sudden, the bell rang! Since it
was a Wednesday, it was time for students to have lunch early. “Well, class dismissed everyone! We
were about to learn some math, but I nearly forgot that it was lunch time!” Almost everyone walked into
the cafeteria for lunch.  “Reiko, can you help miss Aurusagi to the cafeteria?” Ms. Canida asked her.
“Sure thing mam!” Reiko replied to her. “Good. Now Staramy, I will be taking care of Astrid for a little
while, I am getting ready to send her to the Nurse’s office, in case if she needs any medication.” Ms.
Candida told Staramy.

Reiko showed Staramy where she usually sits, but as soon as Staramy was getting ready to sit next to
her, there was an empty table, that only had Dice sitting there. Staramy started to feel pity for the small
child, since she thought seeing Dice cry was very sad to her. “Hey Reiko. I think that boy named Dice
needs some company. How about we sit with him instead?” Staramy considered. “Are you crazy? Like,
look at his fluffy looking hair, and that ridiculous bowler hat he’s got on!” Reiko pointed out. “Reiko I



don’t have time for this. I really want you to sit with Dice, because I feel bad for the kid being lonely all
by himself. I don’t want to see him cry either, just come with me please!” Staramy desperately
convinced Reiko, grabbing her by the arm and running into Dice’s table. “Hey Dice.” Staramy said to
him. “Staramy?” He cried. “Hi there Dicer. I wanted to sit by your table with me and Reiko. I don’t want
to see you cry, nor feel depressed. I just want to help you out, because I felt pity for you, so here I am,
giving you a gift!” Staramy explained to Dice. Dice blushes at Staramy, he has never had someone do
something this kind to him in his life before, ever since he was repeatedly bullied in school as a child,
when he was 7. “Hey Dice. Why are you named that by the way? Is it because your parents wanted to
pierce dice earrings for you?” Staramy asked him. “No. It's actually a secret. But here it is. It’s because
my family always had to be in the most dicey situations ever, meaning that we have poor luck in our
family. We have it, because 200 years ago, my ancestor has accidently spilled water on a mage that
creates hexes, in a fancy ballroom. So she decided to put a hex on him, and it was later spreading on
the rest our family. We're pretty much cursed.” Dice explained to her. “Is she really that obnoxious?”
Staramy asked him. “If it were to be my guess, then yes.” Dice guessed.

After the 3 kids brought in their lunch trays, they were eating their food, until they heard a loud noise,
coming from outside. “Hey Dice, do you hear that?” Reiko asked him. “I dunno, what are you hearing?”
He questioned her. “I’ll go take a peak from the window. People can also eat outside if they wanted to,
and go visit the old playground we use to have. Reiko peaks at the window, she sees Garion with his
fangirls having a weird conversation. “Oh great, it's that maggot again! He’s just as terrible as ever!”
Reiko hollered. “Hey Garion, can you please sign our autographs!?” The girls loudly asked him. “Why
sure ladies, it's not much of a big deal, when it comes to getting lots of attention around here. I have also
been working out a lot lately, and I got me an 8 pack!” Reiko looks back at Staramy and Dice. “Ew, an 8
pack!? How do you even get one of those?” Reiko whined. “He...Worked that body, worked that body,
worked that body?” (Referencing Space Jam) Staramy guessed. “We gotta find out what this guy’s
deal is!” Reiko shouted. Before they went outside, Ms. Candida came to stop by, and tell Staramy the
good news, along with Astrid. “Good news miss Aurusagi? Astrid is getting better now! I know I have to
take care of her, but Class is starting soon. I thought I could just drop Astrid off, and that you could keep
a good eye on her. I better get going.” Ms. Candida waves Staramy goodbye, and leaves the cafeteria.
“C’mon Staramy? Lets go!” Reiko told her. Staramy, Astrid and Dice followed Reiko’s lead. They were
all spying on Garion, until Astrid saw something. “ *gasp* Staramy… Do you know what that symbol is on
his back?” Astrid asked her. “Wait, you don’t mean…” Staramy whispered. “Indeed. It appears that
Garion has a Soul Crest, meaning that he is a Haran!” Astrid pointed out. “What! He’s a Haran!?”
Staramy screamed. In such a shocked look on her face. “But, why is there rainbow liquid around his
Soul Crest?” Staramy asked Astrid. “Oh no… That is called “Haran Corruption”. If his Soul Crest fully
becomes corrupted, he will turn into a Mary Sue…” Astrid explained. “Then I’m going to stop him! I
don’t want anyone getting hurt!” Staramy promised everyone. She runs at Garion, but the fangirls
quickly  notice that she has a bone to pick with him, judging by Staramy’s angered expression. They all
guard in front of Garion, having a hard time to reach Garion, since there were so many fangirls in the
way. “Hey Dice, how come you didn’t get infected with Garion’s charm?” Reiko asked him. “Oh, that's
because I’m not interested in the color pink, nor do I like rainbow colors. I don’t like narcissistic people
either.” Dice answered. “I agree with you on that part. I HATE RAINBOW COLORS!” Reiko whined.

All of the fangirls were harassing Staramy at the same time. “Ha ha, you are such a dumb little kid!” 1
fangirl said.  “Don’t you dare take away my husbando! Or I’ll murder you with my bare hands!” a
fangirl threatened Staramy. “Step aside, ladies!” Garion spoke, having all of the girls stop fighting, and
letting him pass. He crouched on Staramy, with a smirk on his face. Turning his back. “See this? Look at



all of the pretty colors on my back! Isn’t life precious?” Garion asked Staramy. “Dude, if you don’t stop
now, you are going to turn into a horrible, ugly thingy! Staramy warned him. “Who cares? I’m not going
to be ugly, nor horrible. I will forever be beautiful and perfect as I am!” Garion laughed. Garion stood up,
took a few steps back, and was doing various poses, (Something Mettaton (Undertale) would pose) that
would represent his “Perfection” at its finest limit.

Garion’s Soul Crest is fully corrupted, now that he became a “Perfect” person. The playground area
was starting to become different. The colors were random, the visuals were different, and the fangirls
were all turned into creepy doll-like minions. But then, Staramy looked up at the sky, and saw a gigantic,
but majestic monster. Reiko saw a golden ring, that was near her. “Look! There’s a golden ring over
there! I That must be the exit, to get out of this crazy place!” But the ring closed, since they were already
inside this mysterious location. “Heheheh. Don’t I look, fabulous?” Garion’s Sue form asked her. “No…
Now you'r brighter then I ever imagined!” Staramy yelled. Staramy was about to fight Garion, but did not
have her sword at the moment. “(Crap… I’m screwed.)” Staramy thought to herself. The Sue started
punching her on her chest. Staramy tried to fly away from the situation, but he managed to grab her just
in time, by the foot. Garion continued to beat her up, to the point where she would almost get KILLED at
this moment. Dice wanted to help Staramy out, by getting his bow and shuriken out of his backpack he
constantly carries. But the fangirl minions were blocking their path. “Crap, a bunch of Barbie dolls trying
to kill us!” Reiko shouted. Reiko attacked them with her bare hands, while Dice helped Reiko out, by
fighting the minions with his shuriken. Astrid decided to join in to, by using her powerful magic she owns.
Who was mostly doing the minion killing. Dice looked at the sky, and tried to gain Reiko and Astrid’s
attention. “Guys, LOOK! It’s Staramy! It looks like she’s unconscious at this point! She’s not moving at
all.” Dice exclaimed.  But then, a long bamboo spear, impaled Garion’s body, killing Garion completely.
The playground was returning back to normal, the minions disappeared, and Staramy was starting to
fall. But the cloaked, spear wielder managed to get ahold of the young girl. Carefully carrying her, as he
stood in front of Dice, Astrid and Reiko. 

 “No need to despair!” The man assured everyone. Staramy opens her eyes. Having the man notice.
“Oh my, you are a cute one, my dear~” He told her. He quickly takes his cloak off, and shows his real
identity. “Basho?” Staramy questioned softly. “Yes, It is indeed yours truly~” Basho said to her. “But,
how did you get inside this crazy place?!” Reiko questioned him.  “Well you see children, sometimes, I
am the replacement for your student counselor of this school. When I go to lunch, I usually eat at the
playground, where ever I like! When I saw something strange happened, I saw a giant thing in front of
me! Until I realized that it was a Gary Stu, which are the male versions of a Mary Sue, and that I was
also inside a Sue labyrinth! When I saw that beast hold Staramy in its grasp, I knew that I had to stand
up for what was right! But… My dear, sweet child, bleeding and getting hurt by a beast’s grasp? I think
not! And that is why I’m here! The reason I 1 hit KO'd that thing, because I am far more stronger then
him. Meaning that I am a professional fighter.” Basho explained. “Wow, you must be a pretty cool
person, at doing your job!” Reiko exclaimed. “Indeed I am!” Basho happily replied. “Basho… What
happened?” Staramy asks him. “I saved you from a big scary beast! Or… A Gary Stu! You're safe with
me now~” Basho comforted her. “Thanks for all of your help, mister!” Reiko thanked him. “It's not a
problem. Now if you’ll excuse me, I will be sending all of you home for the day, I will explain the teacher
that you all had a bad fever! I’ll also call in your parents to send you home.” Basho announced to
everyone. “That's great! Now I can watch some more anime!” Reiko exclaimed.

After Staramy’s parents brought her and Astrid home, Staramy is getting better from her injury. She



wanted to have an important conversation with Astrid. “Astrid… Being a Haran really is a pain…
Especially if you don’t wield a weapon. I'll admit this Gary Stu would have gotten me killed if it weren't
for Basho's intervention. Maybe that lady was right, perhaps I didn’t think deep enough, about dealing
with those consequences, based on my actions. Perhaps it really is a no nonsense job, after all. You
mentioned earlier that Senshi and Raz are at war.” Astrid thinks for a moment, but later speaks as well.
“Indeed, there is a lot of danger, when it comes to becoming a Haran, such as myself, but I don’t often
fight as much as  an average Haran does.” Well, in that case. Goodnight Astrid. I know its a little early,
but goodnight.” Staramy says to Astrid. Astrid sighs, “Goodnight. Staramy.” And they both fall asleep



3 - Haran Chronicles Episode 4 A Dramatic Queen

While Astrid and Staramy fell asleep, the living room’s door was being knocked on. The the knocking
got louder as time passed. For around 20 seconds. Staramy and Astrid wake up, wondering who was
knocking on the door.  “Who is knocking our door, at this time of night?” Astrid wonders. “Yeah, it is
5:00 in the morning and this noise is already getting on my nerves!” Staramy whined. Staramy goes to
the living room, and opens the door. She was shocking on who the knocker was. “Hi. I know it's pretty
late at night, but do you mind if I come to your house for a bit?” She asked Staramy. “Reiko, what are
you doing here? Ok, first of all. How did you manage to find my house?” Staramy asked Reiko.  “Well…
We both live in the same street, because when I was getting sent home from school yesterday, I saw
you walking with your parents on the way home.” Reiko answered her. “Huh. I didn’t know that you
lived nearby. Well good to know. Appreciate that fact.” Staramy appreciated.  “Anyways, do you mind if
we pull an all nighter together and watch some anime?” Reiko asked Staramy. Staramy looked around
and asked her, “Why do you want to do an all nighter with me? Don’t you think it’s a little too late for
that? Do your parents know that you snuck here?” Reiko paused for a moment. She began sweating
because she forgot to ask permission from her parents. “Uhhhh…. No I haven’t. I guess I need to go
back home now, before they ground me. I wish that you could eat pocky with me in addition.” Reiko
grinned in awkwardness, as she slowly walked away from Staramy’s  house. Staramy closes the door
and asks, “Why do people need to wake others up at such a late time like this?! JUST so they can eat
food and watch tv? I mean, that’s just stupid!”  “I guess the short answer would be because humans
these days enjoy staying late at night.” Astrid answers. “Yeaaaaaaaaah…” Staramy slowly responded.  
                 <spa“Well, off to bed Astrid.” Staramy yawned. The two both went back to bed.
</p>
Meanwhile. We see a blue and white room. 2 people were having a conversation.
“Lord Siegfried, do you think that the Razian forces are overpowered!?” A young blond man asked him.
“I’m not too sure, because mother did not give us enough information about this world. The reason why
you and Viola are staying up very late at night, is because the two of you are in need of extra training.
So go back to the training station Saru. NOW!  I’m going back to bed.”  Siegfried ordered them. “Yeah
right, I am SO TIRED right now! That I could barely open my eyes! Nor can Viola’s for that matter. I
mean look at her, she’s already fallen asleep on your floor. Please lord Siegfried, DON’T GIVE US
MORE TRAINING!” Saru begged in pain. “Hmm… *sigh* Fine, you two are pretty much done today.
Now go back inside your cottages and get out!” Siegfried ordered him. “Jeez dude, why do you have to
be such a ratchet control freak?” Saru complained, before walking away. “I’M NOT RATCHED! I’m
just... Blunt. Like my parents.” Siegfried screamed at him. Then Saru came back, because she forgot to
carrie Viola with him. “Sorry sir, but I forgot to take Viola with me. Do you mind lending me a hand?”
Saru asked him. “No. I’m pretty sure that you are capable of doing that on your own. Not right after you
insulted me either. Now please leave me alone… QUIETLY!” Siegfried suggested. “Awwwwwww, but
Siegfried!” Saru whined. Siegfried ignores him as Saru carries Viola away peacefully.

Saru tries to go back to their cottages, but he was too tired to carry Viola along the way. “This sucks! It
really does. Maybe brother could help me out! Or maybe someone else nearby.” Saru thought. While
sitting down, he sees 2 other cottages nearby. “YES! Those are Cherise and Chaika’s cottages! Maybe
these 2 could help me out.” Saru screamed joyfully. Saru carries Viola further, as he visited Cherise



first. Saru goes inside her cottage, she was currently sleeping at the moment, but Saru, being the
naughty kind, decided to wake her up anyways. "Hey CHERISE, CAN YOU HELP ME CARRIE VIOLA
SO I CAN GO TO BED, Before Lord Siegfried decides to put us through intense training again?!” Saru
screamed very loudly. Making Cherise panic in fear. “GAAAAAAAAH!!!! Who’s here?!” She raised her
sleep mask, beginning to be very angry on who it was. “Ugh, it’s Saru. What are you doing in the
middle of the night, you lousy baboon?” She asked him. “Sorry, but do you mind if you help me carrie
Viola please?” He asked her. “Absolutely not! You’ve already ruined my beauty sleep! I need to stay
pretty for lord Viella!” Cherise angrily declined. “Ah man… Well, sorry for interrupting your sleep Cherise.
I thought you wouldn’t mind, but you are a hot head at worst.” Saru said to her. “GET OUT!” Chersie
yelled at him. He quickly carried Viola before Cherise pulverized him.

Saru goes inside Chaika’s cottage, but Viola finally wakes up after all of that loud noise Saru made at
Cherise’s place. “What in the…” Viola wonders, and then she looks up at Saru. “WHAT IN HEAVENS
ARE YOU DOING?!’ Viola asked him loudly. Viola managed to wake Chaika up from her loud voice.
 Chaika was confused until he saw Viola.  “Hey, what the crap is going on? Why hello there hotcakes!
How are ya?” Chaika advanced Viola. “Will you stop that Chaika? I DON’T want to be your girlfriend! I
don’t trust you! You are always making advances towards me, as well as other girls in the army! Don’t
you ever get tired from that?” Viola asked him. “Nope. I’ve been with ladies for a living! They always
love me and my sexy body! I’ve been considered as hot, cool, awesome, the hottest, and real real hot!
From most people in Senshi anyways. All of the guys give me high fives and the children consider me as
an inspiration!” Chaika grinned. “Why am I here anyways? Saru, you’ve got some explaining to do!”
Viola asked Saru. “I’ve been carrying you for like, 12 minutes, because lord Siegfried will NOT help me
out! Now I’m stuck in this complete dump!” Saru explained her. “Just please walk with me, before this
muscular, but attractive man tries to seduce me again!” Viola whispered. “Ok, good idea.” Saru
whispered back. Saru and Viola walk back to their cottages, before the sun rises. But before they both
go in, Viola wants to talk to Saru about something. “Saru, please don’t give me Mcdonald’s anymore. I
think I’ve gained some weight.” Saru gives Viola a thumbs up and replies, “Ok then Viola. But I’m still
getting some, regardless! Those Big Macs are really good!”

It’s morning time, Staramy and Astrid both wake up. Staramy yawns. “Good morning Astral! It’s time
for school, yet again! I’m already dressed, and I’ve got me a big ol sword! CHA CHA CHA CHA CHA
CHA CHA!” Staramy shouted, as she was testing her weapon out. “Staramy, have you been feeling
better from yesterday?” Astrid asked her. “Yep, but I’m going to be a wee more careful this time. I
almost died!” Staramy told her. Staramy walks with Astrid outside their door, they begin walking towards
Staramy’s school. But she bumps into a child when they made it to the entrance. “You there, did you
bump into me?” The child asked Staramy. “Sorry kiddo, it looks like I wasn’t paying any attention.” She
replied. “Only a fool would say something pathetic like that. Out of my sight! For I am Katsumi, a high
ranked student at this school! You are only a beginner, meaning that you know nothing about fighting!”
Katsumi insulted her. “Listen kid, it may not look like I know anything about it, but I do have me a big
sword right here!” Staramy explained to him, as she released her sword from her backpack. “Only a fool
would raise their weapon to a stranger, when I, for one, am only telling you the truth.” Katsumi told her.
A teacher notices that Staramy was raising her sword at Katsumi, almost looking like she was about to
attack him. He immediately runs into Staramy, breaking the two up. “What are you doing?! Put that
down immediately! You will now be in big trouble for this!”  “I’m sorry, but this guy-” But Katsumi
interrupts her explanation. “This young lady has violated the rule of harming another student! She has
given me a scratch. Please send her to the principal's office!” “SHUT UP YOU LIAR!” Staramy yelled at



the young man. “Hey, that’s enough! Please do not insult one of our best students here, it is extremely
rude to do so.” The teacher defended him. “Farewell fool, until next time.” Katsumi told her, while the
teacher was sending Staramy to the office.

Astrid curiously waved at Katsumi to try and get his attention. “Hello?” She asked him. Katsumi looked
behind him, he was shocked on who it was, because of her appearance. “That skin tone, that glow
around your body, those green marks! WHAT! Your a… Your a… A SPIRIT!” Katsumi exclaimed. He
could hardly believe his eyes on what he discovered. “My name is Astrid, I'm not fully a "Spirit', but a
Divina. Why did you harass Staramy?” Astrid asked him. “You’r with that fool? I’m not going to buy
that fact. What I’ve said was the “Truth”, do you know what that means?” Katsumi asked him. “Yes, I
do.” With an angered look on her face. “I want to know WHY you harassed her. She just moved here
from somewhere else.” Astrid replied to him. “I TOLD YOU, it was the truth! She’s a beginner, meaning
she knows nothing about the lessons of combat. Also, would you like to come to my class? You seem
like an interesting person, and I want to know everything about your past life.” Katsumi offered her. “I
guess so. I needed a little break from Staramy anyways. I have also been wanting to get to know other
people” She accepted his offer.  “Haha~ Please, allow me to lead you to my classroom, I already know
which way to go. Since I have been here for a while, mastering all of the locations in this school. It’s
quite the accomplishment, really.” Katsumi explains to her. 

The two are finally at Katsumi’s classroom, but it didn’t take too long, since Katsumi was an expert at
knowing which way to go. “Please come in, I’m almost LATE!” Katsumi told her. Astrid nods, while she
follows Katsumi to his desk. “Hello everyone.” Katsumi greeted to all of his classmates. “Hey Katsumi.”
Everyone said. Their teacher finally walks into the room. “Ah, it’s you, Mr. Katsumi. What happened,
and who is that blue woman with you?” She asked him. “A blond haired fool tried to mess with me and
got punished for it. I also had a little conversation to this person. She is a “Guest”.” Katsumi explained
to her. “Ah, I see. Well I’ve never seen her before, but I guess we should all treat this lady fairly here.
Anywho, we are going to the gym, so we can exercise our healthy and young bodies.” She announced
to everyone. “Excellent. Now I can show you my combative skills.” Katsumi told Astrid. “Alright, let’s
see what you can accomplish.” Astrid wondered. Everyone is at the gym now, run by the gym teacher,
Jim.   

“Now listen everyone, we’re all going to test our skills in what we know about fighting. I always have my
nunchuck in my hand, so LET’S DO IT!” He commanded. Some of his students wielded swords,
katanas, lances, clubs and bows. He on the other hand, has something else. “For me, I have carried
something else. BEHOLD!” Katsumi released his two weapons, which were a fan, and a tome. “I here,
wield a fan, for physical attacks, and my tome, for magical attacks. I have also mastered them from
knowledge, and by studying. I am considered of course, to be quite an excellent fighter at best.”
Katsumi explained to her. “Intriguing facts. Thought how does it work in combat?” Astrid asked him.
“Here, takes some notes from me if you may.” Katsumi stands next to a training dummy, backs away
and releases his fan. It landed on the dummy’s chest, as it flew away. “Not only that, but I can also
regenerate my fan, whenever I wanted to. Watch.” The fan quickly regenerated back in his hand.
“Again, that was interesting. Now how does your tome work?” Astrid asked him. “Ah, I’ve quickly
forgot! Let me show you how it works. People who wield a tome are usually fools, except me!” Katsumi
explained. Katsumi goes to at a farther distance, and attacks the same dummy. Only this time, the
dummy was burning from his “Fire” tome. “Pretty impressive, huh? I know it was.” Katsumi spoke.
“Katsumi, do you mind if I can come over to your house?” Astrid asked him. “Who, me? If you insist in
doing so, I’ll allow it.” Katsumi accepted.



A few hours later, when Staramy was at lunch with her new friends.
Reiko asks Staramy a question. “Hey Staramy, do you know where Astrid went?” Staramy tries to
remember. “Sorry, I haven’t seen her ever since I met that little kid named Katsumi!” Reiko started to
get curious on her answer. “Hold on a sec. That Katsumi? The Katsumi who is constantly arrogant and
is one of the most beloved students? YOU GOTTA BE KIDDING!” Reiko exclaimed. “Sorry to butt in
guys. But who’s Katsumi?” Dice asked them. “Katsumi is a huge self centered, stuck up jerk who is
constantly arrogant, everywhere he goes! Always treating beginners like total losers, almost like they
were his underlings! It’s just so awful!” Reiko explained. “Is Katsumi with Astrid?” Dice asked Staramy.
“I didn’t see him with her, so it should not be be likely that she dumped me over him.” Staramy
answered. “Huh. Well THAT makes perfect sense!” Dice exclaimed. While they were in the middle of a
conversation, the principal was on a microphone, having everyone pay attention to her. “Attention
students! Tomorrow, The Drama Club will be playing Disney's Beauty And The Beast. ONLY 7th graders
will be able to join, after lunch, you are able to participate in auditions!”
“COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOL!!!!!!!! I WANNA JOIN A PLAY!!! I’ve always wanted to join, ever since I
was 10! But sadly... The drama club ended after I participated, for no good reason…” Staramy screamed.
“Well get in there, and show them your talent!” Dice convinced her. “OK! THANKS DICE!!!!” Staramy
shouted in joy. “Hey Staramy, after your done, are you going to find Katsumi and Astrid?” Reiko asked
her. “Yes. Right now, I GOT SOME TALENT TO SHOW!” Staramy exclaimed. Staramy runs up towards
the principal, asking her if she can participate. “Hi! Can I please participate, even when I got in trouble?”
Staramy asked her. “ *Sigh* Alright. But DON’T cause any harm to students! The classroom is
north-west, after you leave the cafeteria. You’ll see it when you get there.” She explained to her.  “Ok,
THANKS FOR THE INSTRUCTIONS!” Staramy shouted at her.

While Staramy was walking to the Auditorium, a young girl tripped over her. “YOWCH! S-sorry miss.
I’m trying to get to the auditorium, and I have also seem to spill some of my juice on your outfit!” The
girl apologized. “Are you ok? You don’t seem very well, what’s up?” Staramy asked. “Sorry, my name
is Tanya! I’m a VERY clumsy person, when it comes to anything.  I LOVE fairies and queens! Hence,
the meaning of my name~ Everyone feels pity for me, because I was always abused by my parents, due
to my constant clumsy attitude towards everyone I see in sight. They were so mad at me for my negative
actions! I also have a bloody red eye, underneath my glasses. I hope you don’t mind if you can help
me!” Tanya introduced herself. Staramy was unsure about this, so she decided to leave her alone and
head inside the auditorium. “W-Wait, I’M STILL HERE!” Tanya panicked.  While Staramy went inside,
the club leader greeted her, with a warm smile.        Hello there! Are you here to sign up on participating
our club? Just sign this paper here, if you may.” Staramy nods at him, filling all of the sheets in,
including her signature. “Finished!” She informed him. “Why thank you young lady! We just need a lot
more members to join in, since you are the only one who participated so far.” The man informed her.
“Ok, thank you!” Staramy thanked him.

Later, school was over, Staramy was about to head home, until Tanya bumped into her again. SORRY!
Have you joined the drama club yet?” She asked her. “Yeah, it was a nice event.” She replied back.
“Yeah, because I was the very last one to sign in! I cried so much, my tears were red like blood.” Tanya
confessed. “How, do you even cry blood?” Staramy asked her. “BECAUSE I’M SAD ALL THE TIME,
OK?” Tanya answered her. “But still, that makes no sense! You need to get medical help!” Staramy
replied. “I-I don’t want to talk to you anymore. Goodbye!” Tanya spoke and began running back to her
home. 



“I think I’m forgetting something… But What?” Staramy thought to herself. Then she saw Astrid with
Katsumi. “That was an excellent day at school, now that I’m with you!” Katsumi exclaimed. With a
small smirk on his face. “Indeed, the same went for me as well. I’m glad that I’m getting a chance to
know people better!” Astrid told him. Staramy runs towards the two, asking Astrid, “Why did you
abandon me Astrid?!” Katsumi shooked his head, explaining to her, “Hyperactive fool, me and Astrid
were getting to know each other, and the truth is. We actually like each others company, unlike you,
whenever you're with her. It’s quite true, really. Just ask her.” Staramy looks at Astrid, with a shocked
look on her face. “Astrid… You don’t like my company?” She asked her. “No… I really don’t. In fact, I
prefer Katsumi over you. Because he is not annoying and hyperactive like you. He is also quite smart,
and is a unique fighter.” Astrid confessed. “Astrid… Please don’t pick him over me. I like you! I want to
be your friend. But this… It strongly hurts my feelings.” Staramy confessed, as she was about to burst
into tears. “Why should I feel sorry? Katsumi simply seems to be a “Better” friend.” Astrid replied.
Katsumi nods. “Indeed. NOBODY, wants to be friends with you, because you are a fool, that is only
allowed to exist, just to make everyone’s lives miserable! Have fun while you can.” Katsumi explained
to her, as the two walked away. Staramy sits down, and cries. Then she gets up, and slowly walks back
to her house in pure sadness.

Reiko enters Staramy’s house and knocks the door, while bringing in several DVD’s and snacks with
her. “Staramy!” She yelled. Staramy slowly gets out of her bed and answers the door. “Hey Staramy,
let’s do an all nigh-...Hey, whats wrong? Is something really getting you down?” She asked her. “I lost
my friend…” She replied back. “Hey, don’t cry. It’s not like they actual dumped you or anything.” Reiko
assured her. “But Reiko, Astrid did dump me. Over that stupid Katsumi guy.” Staramy replied.
“Oh...That really is sad. In fact, I remembered that my parents died, when I was really young… I couldn’t
remember anything else from my childhood, other then seeing both of their deaths.” Reiko confessed.
“They died? Then who takes care of you?” She asked her. “"A maid who was at the service of my
father takes care of me now. She respects me very deeply. Yes, I lied about having parents. Please
don’t get mad at me. ” Reiko answered. Staramy goes back to her room, but Reiko follows her and
says, “Listen. I will always be loyal to you, no matter how hard the relationship is. I will also never ever
dump you over someone else. In fact, I would hang out with you and the other at the same time!” Reiko
confessed. “Well. At least you’re always by my side, unlike Astrid. I’m glad to have you as my friend.”
Staramy said to her. “Thanks.. That actually means a lot to me, now that I think about it.” Reiko replied.
Staramy turns her tv on, they begin to watch cartoons. 30 minutes later, Reiko asks, “Hey Staramy. Did
you join that club yet?” Staramy looks at her.  
"I did. I also tried out in the auditions when I was there. But I can't do the lines I was given properly after
Astrid dumped me. I don't have the motivation or happiness to do it, or anything for that matter..So do
you mind helping me out? I'm supposed to play as Belle." Staramy asked her. “Sure thing. I have
watched Disney A LOT OF TIMES! I pretty much know every single line Belle said. So I KNOW, that
we’re going to pull this off in just an hour or so.” Reiko told her. “Thank you for accepting my request, I
deeply appreciate it.” Staramy thanked her. “No problem. Now let me teach you ALL OF THE WORDS I
know from heart!” Reiko tells her.

Several weeks has been passed and Staramy is finally ready to start her role! “It’s morning time! I’m
ready to go to that play, now that Reiko has taught me all of the lines that Belle said.” She said
enthusiastically. Staramy walks to school, as Reiko joins in as well. “So, you ready for the play?” She
asked her. “Yep, I sure am!” Staramy replied happily. “GREAT! I need you to get out there, and SHOW



THEM HOW IT’S DONE!” Reiko encouraged her. “Thank you for the positive feedback. I REALLY
hope so!” Staramy exclaimed. “So, where will you be going for the play? The school?” She asked her.
“No, we’re actually doing it, in a city called Fontane. It’s got lots of rivers and lakes, as well as tall
towers!” Staramy explained to her. “That sounds really cool!” Reiko replied. “I know it does, I can’t
wait to go there. I’m going to be in the bus after school!” Staramy informed her. “Okie dokie! Can’t wait
to see your performance there!” Reiko said excitedly. Staramy and Reiko make it to school, and
Staramy once again, sees Katsumi with Astrid. Which makes her feel discouraged, because Astrid might
not be there to see her performance. Katsumi notices Staramy’s expression and glares at her. Staramy
looks away and heads to her class, in order to avoid conflict as much as possible. “Ok Staramy, just
ignore the little kid and move on with your life.” Staramy thought to herself, while trying to stay calm. 

Staramy is finally at the auditorium, ready to practice her lines, yet again. “Hello Ms. Aurusagi, have you
been practicing your lines? If so, we’re going to practice once more.” The club leader informed. “
*Sigh* Alright, here goes nothing.” She said in a nervous voice. “But wait! I recommend you sing the
Belle song, before you say the other quotes! The leader reminded her. “Crap, I have to sing…. Crap,
crap, crap, crap, crap, crap!” Staramy thought to herself. “Little town. It's a quiet village. Every day. Like
the one before. Little town. Full of little people. Waking up, to say…” Staramy sang.  A while later after
Staramy practiced all of her lines, this is what the Club leader said. “Nice job Staramy! Though, you did
do an ok job at the singing. But it’s a pass. Goodbye, and get ready for the play!” Staramy nods.
“Thanks dude!”
After Staramy got out of the auditorium, Tanya bumps into her yet again. “AH! Sorry again. Why do I
keep bumping into you?” Tanya wondered. “Have no idea, goodbye.” Staramy answered. “But WAIT! I
need your help! I need help on remembering my words on doing Lefou’s part! I’m PLAYING as him!”
Tanya informed her. “Sorry, but I don’t know ANY of Lefou’s quotes. You’re pretty much on your
own.” Staramy declined, on her request. “UGH! You’re no fun!” Tanya yelled at her. “Ok, be that way.
Just so you know, I’m still not going to help you.” Staramy reminded her.  
Staramy walks back to her classroom, as soon as she sat on her seat, Reiko asked, “How did the
practice go?” Staramy only replied, “It was good. Though the leader did say that I need to practice on
my singing.” Reiko nods. “Well that’s nice to know. I can’t sing at all! I never liked doing it to begin
with.” After Reiko replied to Staramy, Ms. Candida came in, telling all of her students to work. “Alright
everyone, it’s time to work on Geography!  Come on, I don’t have all day!” She demanded. Everyone
brings in their textbooks, and began working. “Hey Staramy, Good luck with the play again,” Reiko
whispered to her with a wink.

After school was over, Staramy noticed that Katsumi was at the bus. “Hey! What are you doing here?!”
Staramy demanded an answer from him. Katsumi looked behind him, explaining to her, “Fool! Don’t
you know that I am in this play as well? I’m in the role of Gaston! Who are you supposed to be,
Maurice?! HAH! Good luck with the play, for someone who is foolish as you!” Staramy shooked her
head. “No! I’m playing as Belle.” When he heard that she was playing as Belle, he was freaked out.
“GAH! You’re Belle? Well this is...Awkward.” He was starting to blush in sweat, the more he thought
about it. “Good luck for the show, punk!” Staramy told him, as she was getting inside the bus for her trip
to Fontane. “F-fine! It’s not like I like you or anything!” Katsumi replied. Staramy was in the very back
row of the seat, since all of the other spots were taken. “Alright everybody, is everyone ready to go?”
The bus driver asked. 
“YEEEES!” Screamed everybody in excitement. “Alright, alright, good. Katsumi finally got inside the
bus, after minutes of “embarrassment”. “Alright, do any of you fools have an empty seat?” Katsumi
rudely asked. The only seat that wasn’t taken was the one that was next to Staramy. He wasn’t happy



on who he had to sit with. “Oh gods… You again? I have to sit by, you?” Katsumi asked with a grumpy
look on his face.  “Yep, you have to. Since this is the only seat that’s apparently not taken.” Staramy
answered. Wait, where’s that one fool with the glasses and purple braids?” Katsumi asked. While the
bus was about to start, it turned out that Tanya was late for the bus! But she managed to get ahold of it,
thanks to her grappling hook she had in her backpack. “Wait, YOU FORGOT ABOUT ME!” She cried.
While everyone was on the bus, Staramy and Katsumi refused to look at each other, both looking at
opposite directions. Staramy looked left and Katsumi looked right. 

An hour later, they've finally made it to Fontane. After an hour of no eye contact whatsoever between the
two.
<spaAlrighty everyone. “We’re here! Fontane, a lovely city with LOTS of water!” The busdriver
announced. Everyone got out of the bus, while they all had to be in a line. They were heading straight to
Fontane’s Drama Theater. A place that was for drama club plays. “This is it Staramy, this is your
chance to shine on, be proud in that princess dress, and sing like a Disney princess!” Staramy mumbled
to herself, as she was getting prepared for the play. “Good luck with that, fool. After this, do me a favor
and leave me alone.” Katsumi asked. “Says the guy who is embarrassed to be Gaston. HA!” Staramy
laughed. “Shut up! I have other things to worry about.” Katsumi replied. “Like having your chest
exposed in that costume?” Staramy asked. “GAH! Please stop, your disgusting me!” Katsumi
exclaimed. "Seriously, who are you? Gaston, or Lord Farquad? Because you look pretty small, and you
both talk smack." Staramy questioned him. "EXCUSE ME! I am NOT small! I am a 4'7, thank you~"
Katsumi explained to her. "Yeah right, Lord Farquad. Like, WHY THE FARQUAD ARE YOU WEARING
REVEALING CLOTHES!? She asked him loudly. With your CHEST exposed! You might need to gorilla
glue some pit hair, as you are CLEARLY going through too much puberty!"  "QUIT IT! NOW YOUR
EMBARRASSING ME! I am a young man, and I don't need "Pit hair" at this age. I'm ONLY 13! Also, I
have made this costume myself, because the one they had was too big for me! It's like this, because I
can't button it!  Katsumi confessed, while his face was red once again. Everyone walks into the theater,
while they all get prepared for the play. A lot of people were coming including Reiko, Dice and Melvin.
“Dice, why are we in a theater? Are we watching a movie?” Melvin asked Dice. “ *Sigh* No Melvin,
we’re watching a play! Staramy’s in it.” Dice answered. “A play? I WANNA BE IN A PLAY!” Melvin
screamed. “Melvin shush, please don’t anger the audience.” Dice begged. “C’mon Staramy, I know
you can do it!” Reiko thought to herself. Staramy was fixing her hair, as a boy knocked the door to her
room. “Hey, the play is about to start in 1 minute. Hurry up in there!” He informed her. “OK! Right after I
fix my hair a bit.” Staramy replied. She finished her hair, and she only had 12 seconds left. “Shoot! I
gotta get in there now!” Staramy shouted.</span>

Everyone was prepared for the play. First, the Drama Club Leader showed up. “Welcome everyone!
From people in Fontane and guests from Haran City! I would like to thank you all for coming to this
Beauty And The Best play! I hope you will all enjoy your stay!” The young man announced. Then, the
play begins, with the intro. After that, there was Staramy’s part. “Ok Staramy, you can do this! Just
believe in yourself! That’s all.” She thought to herself, as she took a deep breath.  
“Little town. It's a quiet village. Every day. Like the one before. Little town. Full of little people. Waking
up, to say…” Staramy sang.   “Bonjour!” “Bonjour!” Bonjour! Bonjour! Bonjour! Children said. Staramy
continues singing. While saying replaced lyrics. “There goes the baker with his tray, like always. The
same old bread and cinnamon rolls to sell! Every morning just the same. Since the morning that we
came. To this poor unfortunate town!”  “What the frick? THOSE AREN’T THE LYRICS!” Dice thought



to himself, so he doesn’t disturb the show. Minutes later, Tanya and Katsumi’s roles shined. “I-I got it
Gaston! Wow! You didn't miss a shot, Gaston! You're the greatest hunter in the whole world!” Tanya
spoke, in a clumsy way. “I know, you fool.” Katsumi replied. “No beast alive stands a chance against
y-you. And no girl, for that m-matter.” Tanya stuttered. “It's true, LeFool. And I've got my sights set on
that one.” Katsumi pointed at Staramy while he face was turning red. 

Everyone was getting annoyed, but suspicious. Because of the mis lyrics and the stuttering.  “THIS
SUCKS! I’M NOT GOING HERE AGAIN!” A MAN SAID! “YEAH, THIS GIRL SUCKS AT ACTING!” A
WOMAN SAID!  But the insults were all in Tanya’s visions. She was starting to have severe stage fright,
to the point where she screams in great agony, begging people to stop the play. The music was still
going, and Katsumi is convincing her to snap out of it before the audience gets angry. “Come on fool!
The music is still going! We’re about to miss our part!” Katsumi convinced her.   “I...I… I CAN’T! I
DON’T WANT TO ACT ANYMORE! I don’t want to live anymore. I WANT TO BECOME A MONSTER
NOW! Because my life is completely worthless. There’s no point in living anymore…” Tanya cried, with
TONS of blood tears in her eyes. Staramy saw that her soul crest was being corrupted. Meaning that
SHE WILL TURN INTO A MARY-SUE!  “Oh no… EVERYONE! RUN WHILE YOU STILL CAN! SHE’S
ABOUT TO KILL EVERYONE!”” Staramy alerted everyone. All of the people ran away from the theater,
to stay safe. Except for Dice, Reiko, Melvin and Katsumi. “What in gods name is happening?!” Katsumi
wondered. “Tanya is turning into a Mary Sue! You know what that is, right?” Staramy asked him. “I
have heard of them before, but never seen one in person!” The entire theater was being transformed
into a Sue labyrinth, as they were standing right next to Tanya’s new form. “Good thing I brought my
sword just in case!” Staramy shouted. She grabs her sword, while everyone else brings in their
weapons, including Katsumi and they all begin to attack Tanya.

Katsumi threw a fan at her, which sliced off one of her legs, however, it managed to regenerate!
“WHAT?!” Katsumi said, with a shocked look on his face.  Reiko jumps in and attacks Tanya’s chest
with her chinese sword. But that didn’t seem to work either, since the chest also regenerated. Staramy
flies and slices her head with her oversized blade. It sliced through it, but it regenerated AGAIN!  “It’s
happening again! Why is she unkillable?” Staramy wondered. Melvin used a powerful fire attack on
Tanya’s stomach from his drive blade, which seemed to do the trick, since it was immediately
destroyed. But that was only her first form. She became bigger, while she was wielding a giant violin,
that attacks with sharp strings.  The strings were going after everyone. Round looking minions appeared
in the mix.   All attacking at once! Reiko could not keep up on the attacks and minions. She was pretty
much tired of fighting, but still did well. Melvin’s drive blade had to cool off, because of his previous
attack, but it could still be used as a normal sword. Dice was being attacked from all sides. Staramy
attacked Tanya, while flying. Katsumi’s tome was doing very well against everything! Because they all
seem to be weak to elemental and magical attacks. Katsumi jumped towards Tanya and finished her
with a huge wave of flames from his tome. Tanya and her minions were dead, and the theater went back
to normal.

Katsumi looked at Staramy, and said to her, “Hey… Thanks for saving my life. I…Appreciate it. But I am
ONLY SAYING THIS ONCE!  After this, you're going to be back to being a foolish little girl like you are!”
Staramy sighed, after helping him through all that trouble. “After all of that, you STILL don’t like me?
Gods, you're such a selfish little man.” Staramy told him. “With pleasure.” Katsumi replied.  Staramy
ran towards the entrance and informed everyone, “HEY! You’re ALL SAFE!" The leader of the drama
club walked in, telling her, "You saved our lives...but that performance...was ABSOLUTELY TERRIBLE!



The lyrics were completely disjointed and there was constant stuttering! We weren't even a half hour in
for crying out loud! All of you who joined, go back to the bus, and everyone here will be kicked out of the
club PERMANENTLY!" Reiko walks to Staramy and says, “That was an ABSOLUTELY fantastic job!
That was so crazy that we had to fight a Sue in the mix!” Staramy laughs. “Yeah… Buf if only Astrid were
here… She would be very happy to see me stand up for myself.” Reiko pats Staramy. “Awww, it’s ok.
She’ll be happy when you tell her all about what you’ve discovered!” Reiko assured her. “I agree, that
was totally wicked! The best play I have seen in a while!” Dice confessed. “Y-yeah, me too!” Melvin
spoke. “Thanks guys! That means a lot to me. Guess it’s time to go home.” Staramy assumed.

Everyone goes home, including Staramy. But once she went to her room for the night, she started to
become sad again. “Goodnight Astrid!” Staramy shouted. “But wait….Astrid isn’t here… *Sigh* I hope
she comes back.” Staramy desired.

To Be Continued...



4 - Haran Chronicles Episode 5 Poor Unfortunate Goals

It’s currently 12:00 at night, after the drama club event occurred and Staramy could not sleep because
Astrid “Betrayed” her for a couple of weeks. “This is terrible. I haven’t seen Astrid in WEEKS! Why is
that? What has Astrid been up to this whole time, during her meeting with Katsumi?” Staramy cried.
Dice then, knocks on Staramy’s door. As Melvin brought in a cake with her signature on it and Reiko
brought in candy and flowers into the mix. “Staramy!” Dice yelled, as he became worried of her.
Staramy turns and covers her head with a pillow. “What is it?” Staramy mumbled. Dice sighed as he
continued knocking on her door. “Come on Staramy, I know how ya feel about Astrid leaving you. But
please give us a chance to help out! Me, Melvin and Reiko all want to have fun with you for the night.
We can stay up and play video games all night if you’d like!” Dice convinced. “Y-yeah, and I brought in
a cake too! Hahaha.” Melvin laughed. “Hold on guys. Lemmie get Staramy’s attention somewhere
else.” Reiko informed the 2. Reiko runs around the house and finds a window for Staramy’s room.
“Hey Staramy, remember this!? There are lions...Tigers… AND DORITOS, OH GOD!!!!!!!!” As she threw
her bag of doritos at the window, in order to catch Staramy’s attention. “Doritos are not going to work,
peasant.” Staramy replied. Reiko refused to frown, but had another idea in mind that could do the trick.
“You don’t want any doritos? FINE! I’m going to eat them myself! HAHA! TRY TO OPEN THIS
WINDOW IF YOU WANT SOME! IF YOU DON’T EAT THEM, THEN YOU LOSE!” Reiko warned her.
“Reiko, I’m not in the mood for doritos! Just leave me alone right now, I don’t feel very well. Just drop
it, please.” Staramy suggested. “Come on Staramy, I KNOW that you want some yummy delicious
chips! With… Some good quality Skittles into the mix!” Reiko convinced her. “Hey Dice, is Reiko ok?”
Melvin asked. “Er, I think we should just leave her alone for now. Until then, we’re just going to have to
sit here for a while.” Dice guessed. “Can I eat the cake now?” Melvin asked, as he was getting bored
out of his mind. “NO! It’s for Staramy, and she loves eating sweets all the time. Surely, that cake would
probably change her mind. Am I right?” Dice explained to him. Reiko picks up a rock, and throws it
towards Staramy’s window. Causing it to break, while Staramy was falling on her bed. She didn’t really
seem to care about her window being broken, deciding to walk to the bathroom and take a shower. “I’m
going to the bathroom, so I can take a shower.” Staramy announced. “But Staramy, please don’t leave
already!!!! I have more fun things to show you, to get Astrid off your mind!” Reiko informed her, as she
was climbing on the house, to enter Staramy’s room, from her window. But while she was entering
through the window, she was bleeding from the broken glass, which put her into an injury. Reiko ignores
the pain, and manages to enter Staramy’s room, as she sighed in relief. “Ok Staramy, this is the LAST
STRAW! If you don’t play with me and your other friends, I’m going to force you to eat vegetables!!!!!”
Reiko warned her, as she managed to find her bathroom. “Leave me alone!” Staramy yelled. “Fine
then, I’ll go get you another time!” Reiko finally gave in, as she left Staramy’s house from the window
she broke. Despite bleeding from the broken glass she caused. “OW! Stupid, broken glass. Knew I
should’ve used the door.” Reiko reconsidered. While Reiko was walking away, Melvin and Dice
immediately noticed the blood on her skin, from the shattered glass. “Youch, are you ok Reiko?” Dice
asked, as he was getting concerned over her. “It’s fine, it’s just a few scratches here and there. I LOVE
BLOOD!” Reiko shouted. “Uh….I think we should get you to a doctor. C’mon Melvin, we’re going to the
hospital.” Dice suggested. “O-ok Dice!” Melvin replied.

After the 3 left, Staramy opened the bathroom door, after she finished taking a shower. “Finally, they



left. Now I can enjoy some private time.” Staramy spoke. She was ready to leave the room, because
she already got dressed at the moment. She walks into the kitchen and microwaves a leftover
cheeseburger. “Maybe this cheeseburger will get me out of my depression.” Staramy thought to herself.
While Staramy was using the microwave, she heard a knock on the door. “Who can it be now?”
Staramy mumbled, as she was starting to get annoyed. She opened the door, and was quite surprised
on who it was. It was Shelbursto! “You again?” Staramy sighed. “Hello Staramy. Are you regretting
about being a Haran yet? I suggest giving up on your career, as you almost died from a Sue fight.”
Shelbursto suggested. “How did you know that I almost died?” Staramy asked, as she was shocked at
her comment. “I have future visions, I know what is going to happen to you. You are going to die… Give
up already, and try returning to your own world. Unless if you’re persistent enough to not give in so
easily. If you choose to stay here, then have fun dying while you can.” Shelbursto warned her. “Listen, it
is 12:50 at night and I don’t have time for you’re boring words. I am going to stay as a Haran. Even if I
lost Astrid, I am not going give up, until all of my self-esteem and friends are lost! That’s a promise.”
Staramy explained to her. “Very persistent, yet you’re nothing more then a lousy nuisance in my eyes.
You must be very dense to understand my advice for you. Farewell, Staramy Aurusagi.” Shelburtso
replied as she walked away, later disappearing while Staramy wasn’t looking. “Pffffft, why does she
have to be so concerned about me? I mean, it’s not like I know her or anything. Why, does she think
I’m so “Important” to her? There are so many things I need to know about her!” Staramy ranted. “I’m
going to bed now, It’s already 1:00 at night.” Staramy yawned, as she was getting ready for
bed. Staramy goes to her room, wears her pajamas and lays on her bed. “Wow. Sleeping without
seeing Astrid is so different now. I mean, she always snores so loud in her sleep! Well, I guess I’ll see
her tomorrow.” Staramy spoke, before she starts falling asleep.

Meanwhile, in an unknown location. There appears to be a young looking man, sitting down in a
basement-like room. “Hm. I’m still trying to figure out on how we’re supposed to enter the Senshi
world.” The man said. An elderly, but frightening man came into his room. “Hello there Shison.” He
greeted. “Ah, well if it isn’t my father Hisoka. You’ve finally got out of your chair, after sitting on it and
doing absolutely nothing for over approximately 3 days. How are you?” Shison asked. “Well I’m glad
you asked, son! You see, me and you’re mother have been wanting to see you’re plans on how to
enter Senshi, so we can start the war!” Hisoka explained. “Hm, is that so? Sorry gramps, but it looks
like you are going to have to wait a little longer. You lazy old man.” Shison informed. “Haha, looks like
you’ve inherited that sassy mouthed attitude of yours from me! Very well. I’m going to tell your mother
that she’ll have to wait more. Until then, keep going!” Hisoka suggested, as he left his room. “Oh well,
time to continue on my plans.” Shison spoke, as she continued working. After he started working once
again, another man came into his room. “Ello boss. How’s it going?” He asked. “Hi there. I am quite
busy at the moment, so you’re going to have to leave my room at once.” Shison informed him. “But
boss, I’ve succeeded in convincing Furlist to join the army! Don’t I get a shrimpo?” Shison thought for
a moment, and replies, “Ah, but of course! But my dear Issac, lord Shison needs to finish working first.
Until then, you’re just going to wait as well.” Issac sighed. “Ok boss. I guess I should be going then.”
While Issac was beginning to leave, Shison interrupted him. “Actually, here’s your shrimp. As
promised.” Shison tosses him a piece of shrimp, as he was leaving. “Aww, thanks mate! You’ve
outdone yourself today.” Issac shouted. Shison sighs. “Finally. Now it’s time for some peace and
quiet.” Shison spoke. All of a sudden, there was a knock on his door. “Hmph. Who might that be?”
Shison wondered, as he got up on his chair. Shison begins to open his door, to see who it was. “Hello
lord Shison. Would you like to play with me?” The young lady asked. “Sorry Etsuko, but I am no child.
Now move along, until I’m finished with my work.” Shison informed her. “But boss, I am very bored,



and I need you to spend time with me!” She started to cry. “Please leave me alone. We’ve already
talked about not using irrational feelings when I’m around. I don’t want to hear you crying. Now go and
do that somewhere else.” Shison suggested. “FINE LORD SHISON! You’re going to regret this
someday on being mean to me!” Etsuko warned him, as she left the door. “I don’t need anymore
annoyance now. I am going to work now!” Shison shouted.

Meanwhile, in Senshi. There is a young but intimidating man, who appears to be standing at a child’s
bedside. “Don’t worry Raphael, I will not let anyone hurt you. Not even anyone from Raz, for that
matter. I promise to always be by your side, even if your family is around, I will still protect you from any
kind of danger the world can cause. That, is a sincere promise. Now go on and get some rest, you have
school in the morning... Well, home school, because I’m also your teacher, then just a caregiver.” He
informed him. “Arial…” Raphael spoke, in a soft tone. “Hm? What is it milord?” Arial wondered. “Can
you… Give me some cold milk?” Raphael asked. Arial sighs, as he was starting to get tired, since it was
in the middle of the night. “Alright Raphael. Just remember to sit tight and don’t go anywhere. I get very
worried when you suddenly disappear.” Arial considered. Arial leaves Raphael’s room, as a young
woman began following him. “Hello Arial. It’s a pleasure to see someone else staying up this late.” She
greeted him. “Gah! It's only you, Satomi. What are you following me for?” Arial asked, as he was getting
uncomfortable in staring at her. “I was just wondering what you were doing. I tend to stay up very often
at night. I’m still surprised that you’re awake.” Satomi replied. “It has nothing to do with you, so please
stop following me. Y-You’re making me feel uncomfortable.” Arial suggested. “I’m sorry Arial, but I’m
here to take care of lord Raphael as well! Because I am his other retainer, then just you. So let me lend
a hand and you can go back to what you were doing.” Satomi convinced him, but he rejected her help
instead. “No. Whatever lord Raphael says, I am going to do everything for him, to make him feel better. I
fear that you are going to take my place, so stay out of my personal space, for the last time.” Arial
convinced her. “But Arial-” Arial interrupts Satomi’s sentence. “STAY, SILENT!” Arial yelled at her.
Arial walks away from her and she began to cry in dreadful tears. “A-Arial…” Satomi cried, as she began
to run away and returned to her cottage. Arial later manages to find the kitchen. “Here I am. Now where
is the milk, I may ask?” He thought to himself. He opens the fridge and brings a gallon of milk with him.
He puts it on the table, while he finds a cup in one of the cabinets. He grabs one of the cups, puts them
on the table and began pouring the milk in it. Arial stretches and takes a deep breath. “Alright. The milk
is finally finished, as the young lord requested.” Arial spoke in a calm tone. He puts the milk jug back
into the fridge and walks back to Raphael’s room, while he holds his cup. A minute later, he finds his
room, and brings him the cup that was filled with milk in it. “Here is the cup, milord. I hope that you
would like it. Sorry that it took so long.” Arial announced. “Thank you Arial. I love it.” He replied. "Thank
you. I need to get some sleep now, I have been watching you for too long, today. Goodnight.” He smiled
at the boy, as he began walking to his cottage in peace.

It’s morning time, and Staramy wakes up. Only this time, she is not very happy as she used to be. Ever
since Astrid left her. “Good morning world. It’s time to go to school, yet again… Thank god it’s Friday
today. Otherwise I would be humiliated by the kids who would make fun of my depression everyday.”
Staramy spoke, as she was getting dressed in a rather slow pace. Later on, she got dressed and slowly
headed to school. Along the way, a young lady was walking on the other side of the road, and began to
stop when she saw a pack of chewing gum on the floor. “What is this? Hey, it’s chewing gum. Niiiiiice!”
She shouted. She putted it in her pocket and later noticed Staramy from the other side. “Hey there,
fellow civilian of Haran City! I’m Kami, and I’m not from around here. I am very interested in learning
some of the species in Haran City, as to why I am a transferred student from Haran Academy, so I can



learn more about Harans and other species it has! Surprisingly enough, I’m a Haran myself! I am from
Ms. Candida’s class. If you were in my class, would you help me out on learning about the culture of
Haran City?” Kami asked her, after an introduction. “I’m from Ms. Candida’s class as well. But I don’t
feel like helping you, because I have a bad case of depression. You’ll have to ask me later, once me
and Astrid are reunited.” Staramy declined. “Hm… Well that’s a shame. What happened to the 2 of
you?” She wondered. “A few weeks ago, Astrid dumped me over a guy named Katsumi. I still can’t get
over it, to this day.” Staramy explained. “I’m sorry that you feel that way. Maybe Astrid would come
back someday and visit you again. That’s all I have to say, since we just met.” Kami advised. “Ok.”
Staramy replied, as she ignored Kami’s advice and begins running to school, instead of walking.

Staramy finally gets to school, once she walked to the entrance, she was not happy at what she
discovered. It turns out that Astrid and Katsumi are having a conversation together. “Are you sure, that
you want to stay with me for all eternity?’ Katsumi asked Astrid. “Yes, I highly want to join! Way more
then Staramy, because I hate her so much.” Astrid replied. “But don’t you want to be with that blonde
fool again?” Katsumi again asked her. “No, she’s just an annoying child.” Astrid replied, with sincerity.
Katsumi then notices Staramy, listening to their conversation. “Hello fool. I need you to do me a solid. I
need you to convince Astrid into reuniting with you, I’m getting a bit creeped out by her stalking
behavior. Unfortunately it’s almost time to go to our classrooms, so we can’t do this at the moment.
Until tomorrow morning, I will try convincing her into joining you, once again. I’ve wanted her to stay
with me for 3 days, but it’s almost been a month and she seems to be acting very strange ever since.”
Katsumi convinced Staramy. “YES, I WILL! I just need Astrid to be with me, because I have been in
depression for almost a MONTH! Thank you for offering me on such an opportunity like this!” Staramy
accepted. “Good. I hope I rest my case now. I’m going to class, and so should you! Goodbye.” Katsumi
reminded her, as he walks inside.

Staramy runs inside, to find her classroom. “Alright, time to go inside.” Staramy thought to herself, as
she entered Ms. Candida’s classroom. After Staramy sits on her desk, she immediately notices that
Reiko isn’t here today. Remembering that Dice and Melvin sent her to the hospital. “Oh great, Reiko
isn’t here. That’s a good thing she got injured, she’s used to it afterall. I just want to get this day over
with, so I can have Astrid again.” She mumbled. “Good morning students, today we have a new student
that has transferred to our classroom. I want all of you to meet Kami Tomoe!’ Ms. Candida announced
to the class. Kami stands beside her and introduces herself. “Hello fellow students of Haran Academy,
my name Is Kami Tomoe. But I prefer that you must call be by my first name, “Kami”. I am very
intrigued into what Harans are, as well as this city’s culture. I look forward in getting to know all of you.”
Staramy remembered Kami from this morning, when she introduced herself before. “Oh, it’s you.”
Staramy remembered. “Oh, hello there. I remember you to.” Kami replied. “Very well, since its Friday,
we are going to start language class.” Ms. Candida informed. “Ms. Candida, do you by any chance
have a counselor here? I would like to escort Staramy over there.” Kami asked her. “Sorry, but the
office is too far. Both of you can get lost very easily. I am going to escort Staramy instead. Everyone else
is going to wait in class until I come back.” Ms. Candida suggested. She escorts Staramy to the office,
while Staramy asks herself, “Why is Kami sending me to the counselor?”. Here it is Staramy. Hope you
enjoy having private conversations to Mr. Basho while you can.” Ms. Candida spoke, as she left the
hallway. Staramy looks around, and enters the room.

Once she entered inside, Basho was grinning at her. “Good morning Staramy.” He greeted. “Hi… I have
a bad case of depression, because I lost my friend Astrid, and I was wondering how I can solve that



issue.” Staramy explained. “I see… Well now, I think the perfect solution to your problem is this.” The
room suddenly becomes large and purple, almost as if Staramy was hallucinating during the
conversation. Basho suddenly becomes larger and transforms Staramy into a magician. “I find your
tricks to be amusing!” Basho exclaimed, as Staramy tried to take her hat off. “I bet, that you’ve got a
bunny, under your hat!” Basho assumed, as a giant rabbit squishes Staramy. “Ow!” Staramy cried.
“Come on dearie, let’s see what you’ve got!” Basho shouted as Staramy was suddenly transformed
into a deck of cards, and Basho stacks all of them. Staramy transforms back to her human self, as she
grabs a sword and attempts to attack Basho. “Come on child, you know better then that. As those
weapons are harmless and flat!” Basho informed her, once she stabbed him. Basho’s hands suddenly
shub Staramy in a corner.  “Men cower, at the power, of my pinkie. As my thumb is number one.”
Basho’s hand releases Staramy.  “With one wave of my hand, you know who's in command. I'm
obviously, quite obviously, the king of odd!” Basho explains. "I keep souls of Mary Sue’s in this purse,
it’s worse then any curse! Now you wouldn’t, want to mess, with me!” Basho informed, as he shows all
of them to Staramy. “Basho, what are you doing?! Tone down the drugs, dude!” Staramy
exclaimed. “When you think I'm taking a break, I stop!” Basho stops and Staramy attempts to escape.
Basho pops out, at the top of a giant cake. “HA! I have a way of coming out on top. Oh my darling
Staramy. You should know, that I get, what I want. And I want your cowardice, to STOP!” Basho
informed. “Basho, WHAT ARE YOU ON?!” Staramy screamed. “I'm the lord of mystique. With a eye
catching physique. I'm an idol in a world of odds! I admit I'm quite a catch, but I've never met my match.
So you shouldn't test the best, 'cause you couldn't stand the stress, Staramy. No, you should NOT want
to mess with me!” Basho explained. Basho’s office suddenly turns back to normal, as Staramy suffers
from a headache. “Basho, I’m having a headache from your acid trip now!” Staramy informed him.  “I
have created a clone of Astrid, and she can also speak like her! In order to obtain this clone, I need you
to send me a cheeseburger from Mcdonalds! If you don’t do it by midnight today, you are going to die!”
Basho offered her. “But there's not a Mcdonalds nearby! How am I going to find one!?” Staramy
panicked. “Just travel to a different city then! It won’t be that long. Now have we got a deal?” Basho
asked. “Ok then, it’s a deal! I will not lose this request, not by the likes from a crazy @$$ person like
you!” Staramy accepted, with a wide smirk on her face. “Very well then, I hope I don’t lose this
challenge!” Basho exclaimed.

Staramy immediately leaves the office, as she starts running down the hallway, to find her classroom. 7
Minutes of navigation, she later managed to find it, as she entered the classroom and sat on her desk.
“Staramy! There you are. Thank heavens that you're safe. The first period has already ended, it’s time
for social studies now.” Ms. Candida informed her. Everyone starts studying from their textbooks. “Hi
Staramy. Did the counselor help you out at all?” Kami asked her. “I made a deal if I gave him a
cheeseburger from Mcdonalds, he would give me a clone of Astrid. If I don’t give it to him by midnight, I
would die.” Staramy explained to her. “This is a little too risky, I have to say. I don’t think it’s worth it!”
Kami replied, with a concerned look on her face. “But the problem, is that THERE IS NO MCDONALDS
NEARBY! I have to like, go somewhere else and get a cheeseburger from there.” Staramy exclaimed,
with a stressed look on her face. “Don’t worry, I think my dad can drive us to Fontaine, and get a
cheeseburger over there. That way, you won’t have to die at all!” Kami thought. “Good idea, but it’s
still morning time, so we’re going to have to wait until school ends.” Staramy replied.

After school ends, Katsumi walks up to Staramy, before she goes with Kami. “Staramy. I have terrible
news for you, Astrid still refuses to join you. I’m afraid that the two of you are going to forever be



separated, and the both of you will just have to move on.” Katsumi informed her. Staramy became
completely heartbroken at what he had to say. “Oh, I see… I’m going to get a new Astrid, once I
complete a certain request!” Staramy replied. “Very well. I hope to see you soon, in the meantime.”
Katsumi walked away, after his last sentence, as Staramy went inside Kami’s car. “Dad, do you mind if
my new friend can go to Fontaine and get some food from Mcdonalds?” Kami asked him. “Sure thing!
I’m always hungry all the time.” He replied. The car begins to start, and they begin driving to Fontaine,
in order to fulfill Staramy’s mission.

An hour later, they manage to succeed in finding a nearby Mcdonalds restaurant. The downside is that
the parking lot and drive through were COMPLETELY crowded, they wouldn’t stand a chance into
getting a meal as quick as possible. It was already 6:30 due to the car having a flat tire, and that
someone had to fix it, for the past 2 hours. “Crap, everything is overcrowded! I’m not sure if we can
make it on time!” Staramy exclaimed. “C’mon Staramy, I know that it won’t be too much of a train
wreck. I know we had to wait 2 hours, because of a flat tire, but that’s ok!” Kami assured her. 40
minutes later, the Mcdonalds was finally clear. Kami woke her father up, and they go immediately go to
the drive through. “Hello, welcome to Mcdonalds, may I take your order?” The employee asked. “Yeah,
I would like a Mcdouble, and two Big Macs, on top of that. Thank you.” Kami’s father ordered. “Ok,
thank you.” The employee replied. They drove to the first window, and payed for the meal, a few
seconds later they went to the last window and waited for their food to be finished. An employee gave
him the bags and they all cheered togethor. “YAY! We got the cheeseburger!” Staramy and Kami
shouted. “Now, who is this for?” Kami’s father asked. “It’s for the counselor at our school!” Kami
replied. “Alrighty, but do you know where he lives?” He asked her. “Let’s see if he’s still at the
school.” Kami tested. They all drove back to their school, an hour later.

Kami and Staramy went inside and searched for Basho’s office, while Kami’s father waited inside his
car. 9 Minutes later, they later found his office. Staramy and Kami enter his office and Staramy tells him,
“Hey Basho! I got you’re cheeseburger from Mcd’s, as promised!” Staramy shows him the
cheeseburger. “Let’s see….” Basho checks his burger. “Wait just a minute! NO PICKLES! You’re
going to die now!” Basho pointed out. “WHAT?! You’re going to kill me over no pickles? THAT’S BULL
CRAP! You ungrateful and petty asshole!” Staramy got on his case. Kami got out of her pocket, and
added pickles on his burger. “Well there you go! Pickles.” Kami exclaimed. “Much better. You have
succeeded the test! Now, as promised, here is the Astrid clone you have been wanting.” Basho
explained to her, as he gave her the clone. “Thanks Basho! I knew I could do it.” Staramy exclaimed.
Staramy and Kami get out of the office, then the school, Kami returns to her father’s car, while Staramy
walks back home with her new Astrid.

At home, Staramy gets a video call. “Who could that be?” Staramy wondered. After she answered it,
Dice and Melvin were there. “Hey Staramy, this is Dice and Melvin here. Reiko is going to be just fine,
she’s getting a lot better at her injury. She just needs one more day of rest, while the doctors fix her
more. We’re in Reiko’s room, and she’s currently in her bed. Say hi to Staramy, Reiko!” Dice
explained. “Hey Staramy. It looks like Astrid came back to you. I’m glad everything is fine now.” Reiko
spoke. “Actually Reiko, this is just a clone of Astrid. I have to go to bed now, so goodnight.” Staramy
informed her. “Whoa, that’s cool… Good night Staramy.” Reiko replied. Staramy runs with Astrid to her
house, as she goes inside her room and gets ready for bed. “Goodnight Astrid…” Staramy whispered.



“Good. Night.” She replied back, as Staramy now goes to sleep in peace.
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It’s 10:00 in the morning. Staramy’s tablet starts buzzing. Causing it to wake her up. “Who's calling
me?” She groaned. She answers the call, but then it surprised her, to see that Katsumi has managed to
call her. “Hello blondie.” He grumpily greeted. "KATSUMI?! HOW DID YOU MANAGE TO GET MY
PHONE NUMBER!?” She facades.  “Astrid showed me what your phone number was. I’ve been
needing to call you, that we're having some difficulties. Which is why we're outside of m-my house.
Sorry, it’s pretty cold out here. It’s already giving me the shivers!” He shivered. “Wait, if you're not at
home, where are you now?” She questioned. “I’m moving to my grandma’s house, in just about 2
hours. Until then, my family is out for a walk in the park… Alongside Astrid of course.” He calmly
addressed. “But why are you moving to your grandma’s house?” Her eyebrow raised. “You’ll have to
see my house, to believe it. Until then, I’m going to text you my address, alongside a GPS. If you have
one that is. Good luck, fool.” The video call finally ends, as Staramy was getting rather suspicious on the
mysterious topic. “I need to know what's going on!” She desperately exaggerated.  Staramy gets out of
her bed, and as soon as she slammed her door, she suddenly wakes up the Astrid clone. The clone
opens Astrid’s room door, and is quite confused about what's going on. “Greetings, Staramy. What's
the meaning of this?” She openly pondered. “I have to go somewhere. It’ll be a while.” Staramy briefly
announced. “Can I join you?” She asked. “Ok?” She squinted.

Staramy then leaves the door, alongside the Astrid clone. She turns her phone on, and looks at
Katsumi’s text message. “Ok… So this is his address. Sounds simple enough.” She mumbled.
“Staramy, where are you going?” The clone asked. “Katsumi’s house.” She quickly answered. “Can I
take a look at the house?” She whispered. “OH BEEEEEEELLLLLLLLLL NO! I’m not going to lose
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another Astrid. PERIOD!” She angrily hollered. While they were walking, a red truck came by. The
window was rolled down. “Hey guys! The Dice is here! What are you ladies up to?” He waved. "We’re
going to Katsumi’s house. For some reason, he wants me to go there and discover the explanation, on
why his family is going to his grandma’s house. I have absolutely no idea, on what's goin on!” She
shouted. "KATSUMI?! WHOA! THIS CAN'T BE HAPPENING!” He over exaggerated.  “It's true. He
really wants me to visit his house.” “I got an idea! How about I give you two a ride on Melvin’s truck.
We’re currently going to Burger King, on our way home. Does that sound like a plan? He suggested.
“Ok! Sounds like a good plan.” She intriguingly nodded. “Alright. HERE WE GO GUYS! WE’RE OFF
ON QUITE AN ADVENTURE!” Dice excitedly screamed. “I got you Dice!” Melvin laughed.

On their way to Katsumi’s house, they drop by at Burger King first. “Good gravy, THE LINES PACKED!
I guess we’re going in, guys.” Dice sighed. Everyone gets out of their seats, and goes inside. While
waiting on the surprisingly short line, Staramy asks, “Hey Dice, is Reiko ok? I'm kinda concerned about
her right now. She fluttered. “Reiko’s perfectly fine! I know how you feel about losing friends. The
majority of my friends protected me from bullies that we’re trying to beat me to death, just because they
thought I was a nerd. Those friends cared so much about me! Until one of their parents have passed
away. The others have moved out of their homes, because they didn't like the city I used to be in.  It's
not always easy making friends, especially if you're Asocial like me!” He frowned. “I'm sorry you have to
feel this way, buddy! At least I'm here for you!” Staramy babbled. As soon ss their conversation was
over, they we’re next in line. “Hi welcome to Burger King, may I take your order?” The woman politely
greeted. “I’ll have 3 number ones, a number 2, a number 6, extra fries! 2 Number fours, and 3 small
vanilla milkshakes.” Melvin ordered. “Whoa, that’s a lot of food!” The woman exaggerated. “Just a
reminder, never let Melvin order at places. He orders too much food!” Dice whispered to Staramy.
“Yeah, I can see why you brought this up.” Staramy nodded. Everyone sits at the table. “Look
Staramy!” Dice points at a child, walking towards a trash can. “Thanks for the trash!” The can shouted.
“Oh my god, a talking trash can!” The boy screams in joy. He looks inside, to see if someone was in
there. A few seconds later, he couldn't get out of the can. “AIEEEEEEEE!!!” He muffled, as his parents
suddenly started to notice him. “This, is why I love going to Burger King. Kids should know that trash
cans can't actually talk! After that kid gets out, more victims for the magic trash can to suddenly devour!”
He amusedly  laughed. “Oh, so that's why you wanted to go to Burger King!” Staramy realized. Melvin
walks in, and brings their food to the table. “I cannot see how small children need to do this all the
time.” The clone pondered. "Whatever. LET'S JUST DIG IN!” Staramy yelled.

After everyone was finished eating, Staramy looks at the time. SHOOT! WE ONLY HAVE AN HOUR
LEFT, BEFORE KATSUMI LEAVES!” Staramy panicked. “Don’t worry. We’ll be there in no time! I’ll
promise you that.” Dice calmly assured her. Staramy’s tablet suddenly buzzes. Who can it be? She
answers the call, and sees a nurse. “Hello! Reiko wanted me to call you, because she wanted to see
how you were doing.” She addressed. “Hey Staramy. How’s life goin?” Reiko mumbled. “I gotta go to
Katsumi’s house, after a HILARIOUS event happened at Burger King.” She hyperly babbled. “Ok.
Have fun while you can. Why Katsumi’s house?” She scratched her head. “I have to find the answer,
on why Katsumi is leaving.” She briefly addressed. “That's weird. I think I’ll be back by tomorrow. I'm
feeling very better today! "She happily shouted. “Glad you're ok, see ya!” She ends the video call, as
Melvin starts driving to Katsumi’s house. “So where’s his address?” Dice wondered. “It’s in this text
message.” Staramy shows him her phone. “Ah, that makes sense.” He understandably nodded. “I
don't like this seat. It's too worn out.” The clone complained. “Sorry Astrid, that's the last seat!” Dice
exclaimed. “I hope we get to Katsumi soon…” Staramy thought to herself.



Meanwhile in Senshi, Siegfried is currently in court. “Mr. Lexxis. It appears that you have been
murdering innocent civilians. Is this true?” The judge asked. “Heavens no. I don't recall on killing
anyone. It was only a misunderstanding!” He nervously shook. “Is that so? Well based on all of the
photo evidence from the jury, you are clearly denying it! Mr. Lexiss, you will be charged, GUILTY! As
your punishment, you will be given this electric collar. If you kill any innocent Senshians, you will be
electrocuted, as a consequence for your sadistic action!” He loudly addressed. “Please! I didn't mean to
harm any fellow people!” Siegfried squealed. “It's too late, Mr. Lexiss. Now what do your parents have
to say about this?” He wondered. Mitsuuo and Richard, walk into the courtroom. “Siegfried… How could
you do this? Do you realize what you’ve done?!” Mitsuuo hassled. “Son.. You're a murderer? Why did
you do this?!" He cried. “Father, I do not know why I killed them. Now I’ve been punished, for that
action.” Siegfried confessed. “I am gravely disappointed in you, my child.” Mitsuuo shook. Siegfried
frowns. “I understand, Mother…” Siegfried comes home, alongside his parents. “Lord Siegfried, what's
up?” Saru questioned. “I've been sent to court, for killing Innocent people.” Siegfried cried. “Siegfried…
Why would you wanna do that?” He frowned. “I don't know. All I remembered, is that I was very
stressed out, at the time.” Siegfried sighed. “I'm sorry to hear that. Hope you get better. It wasn't all your
fault!” Saru assured him. “I'm sorry Saru. Perhaps I just need some rest, until this whole ordeal is over. I
wish you farewell.” Siegfried waves him goodbye, as he goes to his room.

Back to Staramy and the gang, they finally managed to find Katsumi’s house. “We made it!” Staramy
shouted. But something doesn't seem right. The house was locked for some reason. Katsumi and Astrid
suddenly walk in, noticing that Staramy found his house. “Alright fool, you ready to open that door?”
Katsumi tested. “Ok. What's going on here?” She tapped her foot. Katsumi uses the key, to unlock the
door. Once he opened the door, Sonic lookalikes started flying all over the place! “TOO FAST FOR
YOU!” One egotistically screamed. They started running all over the street. All of them were suddenly
running at the same direction, a few seconds later. “What are those!?” Staramy yelled. “Those are all of
Kazuya’s original Sonic characters!” He exclaimed. “Who's Kazuya?!” Staramy shrieked. “Kazuya is a
friend of mine that likes to come over sometimes. What I didn't know about him, is that Kazuya’s ability
is to make drawings come to life. Due to his ADHD, he wasn't even listening about a thing I said, in
terms of making just one character come to life.” Katsumi fully elaborated. “Hey gang, we need to
search around the streets. With Melvin's mystery machine. Am I right?” Dice giggled. “Shut up Dice.”
Staramy rolls her eyes.

Everyone goes into Melvin’s truck. Including the two Astrids. “Staramy. Why is there a clone of me?
Astrid asked. “Staramy, who is this person?” The clone questioned. “I don't have time to explain right
now. We NEED to find those Sonic recolors!” Staramy demanded. The clone grabs Astrid by the nose.
“I do not like that.” She pouted. The clone uses her other arm, and grabs her neck. “Stop it.” She
wheezed in distress. The clone was squeezing her so far, SHE WAS SUFFOCATING! Staramy looks
behind her seat. Now noticing that Astrid is in trouble. “WHAT ARE YOU DOING!?” She shrieked.
“Help me…” She gasped. “You’ve got arms.” Staramy pointed out. “She bounded my arms, when I
wasn't looking.” Astrid wheezed. “The Sonic clones are heading somewhere. It looks like a portal. But
where does it lead to?” Dice scratched his head. “Whatever it is, let's all get out of the truck, before
Astrid’s clone strangles the real Astrid to death!” Staramy ordered. “Oh my god! We need to save her!”
Dice screamed. Melvin uses his strength, to separate both Astrids. “I did it!” Melvin proudly shouted.
“Good. Now we need to go inside that portal.” She sighed in relief.



Everyone goes inside the portal. Once they got in, everything was quiet, and the exit was suddenly
gone. “Where are we?” Melvin shivered. “Is this a Sue labyrinth?  It looks like one.” Dice suggested.
Everyone was walking straight, until they heard loud noises. “We're getting close.” Dice mumbled. They
finally reached their destination. All of the Sonic clones were lining up. “What are they doing?” Staramy
pondered. They all separated the line, and started staring at the gang. “I don't like where this is going…”
Dice cringed. The mysterious silhouette revealed itself. “I AM PHOENIX THE BLAZING HEDGEHOG!”
It screamed, as the colors started shining immensely bright. “Here we go guys. Dice, you take the first
hit. Clone Astrid, since you still bounded the real one, you're going to fight as well.” Staramy planned.
Dice gets his backpack and summons a puppet-like lion. He starts riding on it, and launches a shuriken
at Phoenix, into his eye. The shuriken blinded one of his eyes. It started to set fire all over the labyrinth.
Staramy flies, and attacks the Sonic clones. Melvin uses his driveblade and electrocutes all of the
clones, in a single line. The clones weren’t finished yet. A clone runs around in circles. Making Melvin
suddenly dizzy. He was getting weaker and weaker by the second. Until he fainted from exhaustion.
 “Crap, Melvin fainted.” Staramy thought to herself.” The clone she was fighting, sparks lightning at her.
“OW!” She screamed. Dice launches many arrows at Phoenix. “I don't think I'm doing anything.” He
vented. The clone Astrid wasn't doing anything. Other then staring at her counterpart. The Sonic clones
sparked lightning at Dice’s ride. Breaking it to pieces. As well as breaking all of his weapons, at the
same time. “OH NO!” Dice panicked.  Everyone was technically beaten, at this point. Except for the two
Astrids. Then a beam of light, destroys all of the Sonic clones. Including Phoenix. Everything was normal
again.

Astrid was suddenly unfree, and recovers everyone, with her light magic. “We did it! We beat the sonic
recolors!” Melvin happily shouted. “YES!” Dice laughed. “I thought we were never going to make it!”
Staramy sighed in relief. Then Katsumi runs into the scene. “Finally. I FOUND ALL OF YOU!” Katsumi
wheezed. “Great to see you Katsumi! You should have seen us! All I want to know, is that who defeated
all of the clones?” Staramy pondered. “I did.” Astrid confessed. “YOU?!” Everyone shouted. “When all
of you were fainted, the clone has decided to release me. I used my light magic, to destroy all of the
clones in one flash. Alongside the help of my counterpart.” She fully elaborated.  “Dang Astrid! The final
question is, who made that labyrinth? It sure wasn't a Sue labyrinth. Wait! I KNOW EXACTLY WHO IT
WAS!” Staramy screamed. “Yoohoo.” Everyone looks at the left side of the wall. It was Basho!  “That
would be me.” Basho grinned. “Basho. What are you wearing? Who’s that person next to you?”
Staramy raised an eyebrow. “This is my retainer, Sanya. Say hi to her!” He laughed "What?” Sanya
questioned. “As for my costume. I’m Ursula from The Little Mermaid!” He grinned. “Can you stop
making Disney references? YOU’RE NOT A DISNEY VILLAIN!” Staramy yelled. Astrid looks at
Staramy. “Astrid, why did you abandon me?” She frowned. “When I went to Katsumi’s house, I have
decided to pretend that I hated you. I certainly knew about your long depression at the time. I then told
Katsumi, to pretend that he was convincing me to be with you again. Later, I have told Katsumi to bring
Kazuya over, to create all of the Sonic recolors. I then managed to find Basho at school, and I've told
him to create an illusion, of a Sue labyrinth, that all of the recolors would go in. As well as making a
clone of me, just in case you said so. It was a prank, the entire time.” Astrid fully elaborated.  “But why
did you do it?” Staramy cried. “Because of the way you’ve treated me, on the sleepover. You were
being very rude towards me, the food you gave me, tasted very terrible. It gave me food poisioning!”
Astrid hollered. “I think you’ve learned your lesson, fool.” Katsumi pointed at Staramy. “I'm so sorry
Astrid! I didn’t know you were really suffering from my presence. But was it really worth it?” Staramy



cried in tears.”But. After this entire prank. I’ve come to realize, that you really care for me, as a friend. I
never knew your strengths, until now. Not only was it punishment, but I also wanted to get to know you
better. Please forgive me.” She apologized. Astrid hugs Staramy, and she suddenly starts crying.
Everyone was watching, and was starting to cry as well. “Now that that's over, how is Katsumi going to
explain his parents about the whole prank?” Staramy pondered. “I'm going to tell them the truth.”
Katsumi promised. "It's starting to get a little late, we should go now!” Dice reminded everyone.

Katsumi is finally at his house. “Where is Katsumi?” His mother asked. “I'm over here, mother.”
Katsumi answered. “KATSUMI! OH I'VE MISSED YOU SO MUCH! WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?!” She
wondered. “I have to tell you something. I was the one who was responsible for destroying our house.
“But why?” She asked him. “Because I was involved, into pranking someone from school.” Katsumi
confessed. “Why did you have to hide this from me?” She shook. “Because I didn't want to be in trouble
quickly. That's why I've had to hide it from you.” Katsumi elaborated. “Looks like we’re going to either
clean up this mess, or still go to grandma’s house.” She huffed. “Farewell. Lady Staramy Aurusagi.”
Katsumi smiles at her. It slightly made her blush. “Whoah, did you see that? I think he likes you!” Dice
shouted. “You think so?” Staramy pondered. “Yeah! Definitely!” Dice assured her. “I need to get
home.” She realized.  “Ok, leave it to Melvin!” He smiled.

After Melvin drops Staramy off, she decides to visit her parents house. “Mom, dad, I'm back!” She
announced. “Staramy! It's been a while. How’s it going lately? Hiroshi asked. “I learned something
today. Astrid got to know me better, by doing a prank on me. Alongside somebody else.” She
elaborated.  “Well isn't that nice? I'm glad you're ok!” He sighed in relief. “Bye!” She shouted. Staramy
goes back to her house, alongside Astrid. As soon as they were getting ready for bed, the door was
being knocked on. Staramy wonders who it is, and opens it. “Hey Staramy! I'm back from the hospital.”
Reiko giggled. “REIKO! It's good to see you again.” Staramy laughed. “Can I sleep in your couch
please?” Reiko asked. “Sure, why not?” She smirked. Staramy goes back to her room. Finally happy,
to see Astrid again. “Dice and Melvin have your clone now. I'm glad I get to understand you more, at the
moment. Goodnight Astrid.” Staramy grinned. “Goodnight Staramy.” Astrid yawned. The two of them
go to sleep now. Alongside Reiko.
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